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Some States Are Issuing
Short Term Licenses For
Fishermen

Volume 88.................. Number 24

SEVEN BURGLARIES UNCOVERED
Hens and House Windows Included In the Loot—Three
Men On Trial

Despite depressed conditions af
fecting foreign trade, airplane ship
Holding out hunting and fishing
A series of burglaries committed i Next in this series of thefts was a
ments between South America and
as a lure to tourists and visitors, state
during the past few weeks in the fl<5ck of 30 hens taken from Mrs.
the United States show steady in
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boro with thefts ranging in charac
to put non-resident hunting and fish •
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Charged to Erickson alone was the
Cargo carried by Pan American
—
ing licenses upon a reasonable basis,
ter
from hens to house windows, was next crime, the taking of four com
Airways during the first months of
■*
according to a bulletin of the Ameri
uncovered by the Knox County plete windows in an unoccupied
1932 was 36 per cent more than for
can Game Association. Non-resident
Military Escort In Five Movements. The the same period of 1931. The year
sheriffs and State police Thursday, house near the North Warren Grange
five different movements ot this nov
bunting license fees now run all the
and as a result of the officers' inten hall.
elty all written on the same theme are: 1931 showed an increase of 43 per
way fiom $10 to $50 in some states.
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Harold Bennett i
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sive and successful efforts Oeorge
Next and last on this varied list
I Andante as Mascagni, the composer ot I cent over 1930. The Republic of ColThe trend is to reduce the amount
DANCING
Rustic.na would have writ- ombla
commercial aviation
Erickson. Earl Wilmot and Allred was the theft of 30 hens from John
for such sporting licenses, and also to
Rcnauld were this morning arraigned j Rines' pens on the Goshen road ui
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
Waltz, as Strauss, composer of "The Blue was taken seriously as far back as
issue a short-term license that wii!
j Danube" would have written It
before Judge Dwinal in Rockland J Waldoboro. .
NEW ARMORY BALL ROOM
Fox Trot, as a modern Jazz band leader j 1919 and where facilities are second
accommodate the tourist, fixing the
Municipal Court.
j The three men under arrest have
KIRK'S BAND
March, as a ^military band passing in
none in the Spanish Americas,
fee at a fraction of the cost of the full
Tickets 25c, 15c
made their home in Friendship since
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to
have
been
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furnishes some interesting answers to
season non-resident license, so as to
Fox Trot—A Shanty ln Old Shanty Town
24’lt
solved by the others of any participa the first of November, going to that
Ballet Music from "Faust" ..... Oounod | the question "who ships what by air?" Thursday found a decided division attract more visitors.
tion in the several crimes, and it town from Northboro, Mass.
The strange variety of shipments be- of opinion on the part of the men
Allegretto
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in
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—
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Rolllnson
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or
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tourA System Cleanser, Purifier, and
Trumpet solo. K V. White
thorities was that of 40 hens taken
Engaged on the case were Lieut.
Tonic, Improves the Appetite. Aids
Overture—Feast of Lanterns...................... finest coffees for which that country esting one to residents of Knox and lets" licenses for fishermen, and one
Digestion. Buy A BOTTLE TODAY
from the pens of Fred Jameson in Cushman of the State police, and
C. W. Bennett is noted, a great number of living adjacent counties.
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State
has
provided
a
short-term
Intermission
Druggists, grocers—Order from your
North Warren.
Deputies Ludwick, Webster and Po
* • • •
Idyll-The Glad Girl ..................... Lampe cargoes—monkeys wasps, bees, chiqks.
license for hunters. The eight States
Jobber, or Errednian Medicine Cn.
Waltz
Ballad
"Paradise" ............ Seredy
Next came a report that the cot land of Shoriff Harding's force.
For more than four hours lobster nnd their fees an" Arizona, rombinaStonington, Maine.23-31
March—The American legion
Parker ducklings and macaws. Orchids, gold,
tages of Milton 8 Dick. William
And they arc being credited with
Fox Trot Keeping Out of Mischief
platinum and precious stones, all flshermen of eastern Maine opposed ■ tJwn 1)oll.rraidmt hunling alM, )lsh.
March Boston Conunandery
Carter
Stevens and a Mr Whitmore at Seven another efficiently performed Job
National Anthem -Star Spangled Banner Colombian in origin, are on the list fellow lobstermen and lobster deal
ing license lor all sea on $10 or a 15Tree Pond, Union had been looted
The case against Rcnauld. who had
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, soprano, Other items vary in size and weight ers of York a*id Cumberland Coun day license for $2.50; Arkansas, non
Mr. Dick reported the loss of two been held as an accessory, was nol
will assist as accompanist and also from machine needles to a 700-ib ties over a measure to lower the resident fishing license (or all season
14-inch Stilson wrenches, a monkey proHsed by County Attorney Burrows,
as soloist in popular numbers.
crankshaft. During a recent single legal length of lobsters from 10'a $5 or a 15-day license for $1 10; Kan
RADIUM DIAL
wrench, a 12-inch Crescent wrench, "by reason of lack of evidence."
month the shipments destined for inches to nine. Members of the sea sas, non-resident fishing license for
When Howard M Chase climbed two pairs of rubber boots, a 12-gauge
Erickson, who acted as spokesman
APPOINTED TURNKEY Colombia from New York included and shore fisheries listened to fre season $3 or 15-day license for $1,
the ladder to the coveted rung of double-barreled shotgun, a propeller, for the trio told a hard luck story of
quent
angry
outbursts
between
the
hub
caps,
biscuits,
silk
stockings
and
Also a
Louisiana , non-resident hunting Eagle Scout, he immediately placed
Former City Marshal Robert A.
how their money had given out and
dresses, maps, thread and essence for opposing factions,
license for all season $15 or a four- himself in line for further honors, four tablecloths and 200 feet of rope
Webster, who has been a member ot making soap.
Missing from the Stevens cottage1 how their rations on one day had conFriday Judge Benjamin H. Cleaves day license for $5. non-resident fish
and one has Just come through his were an outboard motor, two brass sisted of a biscuit each and a glass of
Sheriff Harding's official family, as
All Pan-American airliners enter- representing the Cumberland - York ing license $2; Maine, non-resident
election as president of the newly propellers, a brass blow-torch, a ciga skimmed milk. They had worked at
deputy sheriff the past two years, | ing Colombia carry air mail and ' lobstermen and dealers told the com
fishing license for season $5.15 or 30formed Pine Tree Scout Leaders' rette lighter, a box of 12-gauge shells, 10 cents an hour, and had hunted for
has
been
designated
as
turnkey
ol
|
LEON J. WHITE
make direct connections with interior mittee. petitions bearing the names days for $3.15; Missouri, non-resideiu
Association. Mr. Chase was born in two boxes of 32-calibre blank cart game, but secured only a few porcu
the county jail, according to an
JEWELER
airlines, reaching 31 countries. The of 1,400 lobstermen will be presented fishing license for $3 or 15-days for
this city April 2. 1916. son of Mr. and ridges, a water pail, an old fashioned pines.
nouncement made at the sheriffs
304 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
j office yesterday. He will enter upon Clipper ships weighing 17 tons, with to the Legislature in favor of the $1; Oklahoma, non-resident fishing Mrs. Harry P. Chase. He became a firkin, four pairs of pillow cases,
The charges of breaking and enter
a wing span of 114 feet, largest planes bill. The opposition alleged many license $5 or ten-day license for $1 25;
! his duties next Monday.
first-class Scout ln April 1930. and three bath towels and a quantity ol ing in the night time were nol
of
the
signers
are
not
actual
lobster

Texas,
non-resielent
fishing
license
S3
on any airline in the world, carry 41
—
at Camp Hinds became eligible for canned goods.
pressed, and Erickson and Wilmot
Order your magazines of Sherwood passengers and a crew of five men. men. and that others were unduly or five-day license for $1.10.
the rank of Eagle Scout. Rockland
A
blanket
seemed
to
be
all
that
was
were each given 11 months in jail
Maryland now has a bill before its
«
| E. Frost. Woman's Home Companion Other 22, 12 and 8 passenger ships, influenced.
The Accumulative , and American, 15 months for 53.50; all carrying pilot, co-pllot and stew Several hundred interested men legislative body to create a non-resi is very proud of this fine appearing missing from the Whitmore cottage. Frank A. Tirrell appeared as counsel.
boy. and watches with interest hl>
good until March 10; telephone ard. fly between Colombia and other crowded Into the House of Represen- dent hunting license good lor five
success in the Scouting world.
| 1181-Y.
22*24
Effect of Good
Central and South American coun tatives. They represented the 20.000 days for $5.50, one-third of the regu
Maine people who are either associ- lar ail-season hunting license.
tries.
HONORED MRS. MERRY
Advertising
States would collect more money
The average cruising speed of all ] ated in the lobster industry, or are
DRESSMAKING
the ships <107 in number) is 117 miles j members of families supported by it. and avoid many violations if their
Fales circle, Ladles of the G.A.R., Notable Event At Pratt Memorial Church Stressing Sig
EVA AMES
Cannot
non-resident license fees were kept I ^ad a busy day Wednesday. In the
per
hour.
Every
plane
in
flight
is
in
The
measure
was
introduced
by
SEWING OF ALL KINDS
nificance Of Months
within reason, say approximately $10 afternoon there was a card party in
direct radio contact with three or Ooudy of South Portland,
Located at
Be Overestimated
for
small
game
hunting
and
$3
for
the
more land stations at intervals of a ! Calling the nine inch lobster "the
CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP
charge of Mrs. Amelia Carter. There
393 Main Street,
Tel. 66-J few minutes, whence come reports of accepted coin of the realm” Judge average fishing; a short-term license
were three tables and prizes went to
The "Birthday Banquet" put on by mas bell suspended from an arch.
24* lt
weather and flying conditions ahea ■ Cleaves introduced Capt. Emery good for about five days should not Mrs. Anne Alden. Evelyn Staples the Methodist women Wednesday Fruit cake tied with festive ribbons
| Directional radio stations are in- Eaton of Stonington as the first pro cost more than half the full season and Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden.
and seals was at each plate.
fee, officials of the Association point Supper was in charge of Mrs. Pris night was a success financially and
| stalled at various system points, one ponent
Candles were used for lighting so
from an artistic and entertaining
'Our lobster dealers arc migrating cut.
of these being at Barranquilla. Co
cilla Smith. The national colors
that at the supper hour the scene
SPECIAL!
lombia. the liub of South American to other states and if we continue
were featured in decorations, and viewpoint. It was attended by more was most attractive. The chairmen
NOW HE'S PRESIDENT
FULL COURSE
eir traffic Time saved by air express I under the present law those left
there were two birthday cakes hon- than 125—tickets having been sold and their assistants carried out the
shipments is illustrated by the differ- ■ wont be able to compete, or even to Prominenl Brook Merchant Gains oring Mrs Lena Merry, councillor— for seating capacity only. Chicken color scheme of their tables in hair
TURKEY, CHICKEN or STEAK DINNER for 50c
j ence between 8 days by boat and 2\ 1 stay in business." Capt. Eaton said
: : MENU : :
New Laurels As Head Of Rockland one presented by Mrs. Bernice Jack- pic formed the "piece de resistance" bands, gowns and aprons.
days by air from New York to Bat - J Walter E. McIntire of Portland
Soup
Waldorf Salad
Community & School Improvement son. department patriotic instructor,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers in charge of
of a menu which was sufficient to
Choice of Roast Turkey, Chicken or Steak
ranquilla.
| brought considerable abuse upon
and the other by Mrs. Smith, presi
Association
the kitchen was assisted by Mrs. Ella
Sage Dressing
Giblet Gravy
himself by stating that “no self-re
dent of the circle. A gift from the appease the most rapacious appetite. Lurvey, Mrs. Lizzie Maguire Mr*.
Mashed Squash
Potato
Cranberry Sauce
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
Additional honors came yesterday members was also at Mrs. Merry's The tables were decorated to repre
specting
warden
will
bother
a
man
Cake and Ice Cream
Tea, Coffee or Milk
Etta Covel. Mrs. Susie Karl Mrs. Ida
TONSILS
50 CENTS
No risk to paiient: no hospiUlizaticn *'ho u •avinS short' lobsters Instead to Thomas H. Chisholm with his elec plate. The occasion served not only sent the months, the artistry and Simmons. Mrs. Alvin A. Stone, Miss
tion to the presidency of the Rock- as a birthday observance for Mrs. originality winning much admira Etta Blackington. Miss Faith Lurvey.
This dinner will be served every Sunday from now on,
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m. of throwing them back."
inrluding Holidays
Saturdays
Burton L. Crowley, York County lend Community and School Im Merry but a farewell reception, as tion.
While the suppeT guests were still
OateonaUdc”ph^2c^n
lobsterman, said “no fisherman in provement Association. Charles C. she leaves this week to make her
January, in charge of Mrs. Fanny at table, Miss Madlene Rogers garbed
Office TeL 136? Res. 83*’ Thomaston York or Cumberland County can to- Wotton was made vice president and
home in Massachusetts* Mrs. Lillian Dow was in white and silver, the in Colonial costume presented a
Inc157S78 day make a living under the present these two form the executive corn- Lincoln of Camden, department centerpiece being a snowdrift with group of small Children in "The
402 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH'S
length law."
inittee. Donald C. Leach is secretary senior vice president, was an honor the tiny new-born year peeping out. Story of the Month," each month
H. W. Look. Rockland dealer, at- and William H. Rhodes treasurer. His guest. At the evening session I. February, Mrs. Orace Lurvcy, paid being Introduced by a Jolly Jingle.
>25.00 REWARD
A reward of $25 will be paid foi j tacked opponents for believing tht report showed tiie corporation to Leslie Cross, commander of Ander tribute to St. Valentine in Its deckings Children taking part in iccitations,
information leading to the conviction j present law aids propagation of lob- j have money in tiie bank and all obli- son Camp. Sons of Union Veterans, of red paper, red hearts and a gay dances songs, etc., were in the order
of any person stealing poultry from a j sters
gations paid. The directors elected
and Rev. H R Winchenbaugh were Valentine as centerpiece. March, of the months, Edith Clark, Ruth
member of the Warren Poultrymen's
, .
Association.
"Conservation ts merely a cloak were: Thomas Chisholm. E. R. Vca obligated. Capt. H. R Huntley and Mrs. H. H. Marr was of course in Graves, Margaret Winslow, Harriet
C. A. WEBB. Pres. J for them,' he said. “It's not really zie, R. V. Stevenson, J. F. Carver, Col. F S. Philbrick of Edwin Libby observance of St. Patrick's Day and Clark, Barbara Atkinson, Angelina
OFFERS
23-34 I a matter deep in their hearts."
A. W. Gregory. W. C. Ladd, A. F. Post. G.A.R.. were also honor guests. there were shamrocks, harps and dAgostino, Richard Harris, Myron
“Under the present law we arc Lamb, D. C. Leach, J. M. Richard A Washington's Birthday program other symbols associated with Erin, Cummings,
Cynthia
MacAlman,
completely licked." J. P. Alley of son. Joseph Blaisdell. F. A. Tirrell. featured readings by Mrs. Mary Sis- the green tablecloth bearing lilting Perry Margerson, Frances d'Agostlno
NOTICE
Jonesport said. “The boys who have Jr.. E. L. Toner, A. T. Thurston. F. taire. Mrs. Marcia Green and Mrs Irish tunes in the bargain. A pot of and John Knight.
The overseers of thr poor of SI.
to use row 'boats fishing near shore A. Winslow. W I. Ayer. H. C. Chatto. Merry who also acted as chairman. shamrocks formed Lhe centerpiece.
Mrs. William Ellingwood presented
Georgr rannot and Mill not directly
A Home Company and Local Investment
or Indirectly support any family or
arc the ones who need this nine inch F. C. Black and Charles C. Wotton.
A talk was given by Mr. Wlnchen- The table was laid' in green glass and a short program in observance of
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
individual who are In possession of
an automobile. We consider It [ law." Like many other "old timers'
—
i baugli and G.A.R. comrades made at each plate was a dainty green Washington's Birthday. She paid
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
wholly unfair to those who have
next
Wednesday I. ,
,
he recalled the days when Maine L Commencing
salad.
sacrificed and gone without this
tribute to the country's greatest man
! brief remarks.
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
luxury and have saved for the pres
lobster fishing "was something."
j morning It will be necessary to have
April. Mrs. Thelma Stanley was in by reading choice poems and telling
ent rainy day period to he taxed at
this time for the support of those
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
Ralph W. Hanscom of Portland ' 1933 registration plates attached to
Easter colors — orchid and yellow, incidents of Washington's life in her
TIIE SEA CALLING
who have squandered their earnings
recalled how the number of lobster j .vour car if you intend to keep it in
with jonquils arranged as the center gracious manner. This was aug
Strange that I who only know
February, May, August and November 1 st. Callable
and In some rases their savings tn
Wavs of Inland born.
pay for and maintain the luxury of
piece. May, Mrs. Minerva Small, mented by a five-minute talk on
dealers in Rockland had dropped commission. There will be no days
Now should feel the sea's urge
as a whole or in part at $105 a share.
an automobile. We believe this to
At evening and at morn.
be in strict arrordanr with the
of grace. The public has been given
was
dainty in pink and yellow a "Washington, The Man." by John M.
from
seven
or
eight
to
only
three
This stock, issued under the approval of the
State Department of Welfare and
I who see but houses
potted hyacinth at each place and a Richardson liis short address em
also for the best Interests of those
"Wc cannot continue in Maine il until March 1, instead of Jan. 1 as
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
Drab and soot-begrimed.
who pay their taxes year by sear.
Maypole in the center. June, Mrs. bodying a vast amount of informa
we cannot go out and buy nine inch was formerly the custom, and those
Hear the surge of water
OVERSEERS OF POOR
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
A wordless song, unrhymed
Town of St. Georgr.
found
driving
without
the
1933
Emma Martin, was given over to the tion presented in a direct and sym
lobsters,'
Hanscom
said.
“
We
will
24-28
Tenant's Harbor, Me
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Somewhere near the sea's edge
bride — the miniature bride in her pathetic way.
have to establish our office in Bos plates will be arrested. Ample warn
On a promontory.
finery being set off by rose glass.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
ton where we can get the shorter ing has been given by the Motor
I would feast my hungry eyes
Other features were songs of
My starved heart find glory.
product. But—if this law is passed j Vehicle Department and all means
July, Mrs. Shirley Rollins featured Washington's time by Mrs. Gladys
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, RockWhere the sea-fowl spreads her wings.
wc will bring ln twice the business taken to accommodate motorists, so.
Independence Day, and here red, Morgan — "Mansion of Peace," by
land, Maine.
Where splendor lies appalling.
/,
if
you
have
not
already
sent
for
your
white and blue was used in a strik Webbc (17901 and “Bud of the Rose"
to Maine that we are bringing in
In Its mystery and might.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
I hear the sea calling
plates do so at once. Time for 1932
ing manner; small flags formed the from the opera "Rosina" by William
now.
Maine
is
the
natural
state
for
loe-s-tf
- Margaret E Bruner, In "The HUI
centerpiece and firecrackers were at Shield, 1782; and piano due IB toy
lobster business but we can’t hold oui plates expires next Tuesday night.
Road."
each plate.
own with such an unfair law as the
Miss Carol Gardner and Mrs. H. H.
iilHlllIilllllimiffillillllllilllSillillilBlHIIIBpcbkmm
August, Mrs. Lena Stevens, re Marr. Miss Gardner accompanied
present
one.
Nobody
will
come
here
i■
flected the midsummer season in its Mrs. Morgan.
to invest money in the Maine lobstei
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
lovely rose appointments of glass,
business under the present law.”
candles flowers and candies. Sep YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Senator Blaisdell, committee mem Massachusetts Tragedy Involved a Native OF Appleton
tember. Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, used the
ber, inquired what percentage of the
Burial At Matinicus Yesterday
If I had to live my life again I would
rich autumn shades in decorations
present difficulties Hanscom's busi
have made a rule to read some poetry
combined with green glass. October, and listen to some music at least once
ness finds itself in now is “due to
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
economic problems."
A tragedy in East Natick, Mass, more," the lad told Chief Thomas F Mrs. Ivy Chatto, celebrated Hal- loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
"Well with a nine inch law, even
Evans of the Natick police, after the toween and was a jolly picture with
early this week was a great shock to
THE KIND OF PEOPLE
with economic conditions the way
police official had questioned him al j orange and1 black deckings, small
Oone ts the city, gone the day.
they are today, we could' still make Knox County people, many of whom length on the details of the tragedy.' cakes with jolly faces iced on them, Yet still the story and the meaning
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
stay:
Once where a prophet In the palm shade
money," Hanscom replied. "With the heard the first news of it over the and had called him "A little man.' | favors etc.
basked
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
“
I
guess
I'm
a
man
now."
he
said
j
November,
Mrs.
Lena
doRochenine inch law our business would be raiilo shortly after the occurrence.
A traveler chanced at noon to rest his
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
head
sturdily.
moht,
was
given
over
to
Thanksgiveven better than it was in 1929."
The victim was Mrs Edna Nichols,
"What sort of people may they be?" he
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
asked,
Blaisdell asked: "Would you say the a native of Appleton who was slain by
But his real father, Dana Pratt.! ing, the table laid with a cloth print"In this proud city on the plains over
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 455 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
falling off is 75 per cent due to the htr husband while the latter was in j stated that the tragedy at the Nichols od with proudly strutting turkeys,
spread?"
friend, what sort of people
present law?”
a fit of jealous rage. Having shot his home in Natick would not mark the The unique centerpiece at this tabic "Well,whence
you came?"
"What
sort." the packman scowled,
“
No
I
would
say
the
figure
should
wife Nichols then turned the weapon end of Charles’ boyhood if he can attracted unusual attention—a repOur unlimited outlet for native
"why knaves and fools "
Fare to Boston; One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
be 90 per cent due to the present law. upsn himself and committed suicide, help it. "He is going to get every ilea of the Mayflower made by Mrs "You'll find the people here the same."
poultry enables us to pay you high
the wise man said.
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
est prices. Consult us before you
and 10 per cent due to the general
The double killing was witnessed chance to forget the terrible thing he A W. Gregory. The hull of the
seU.
j sturdy boat was a squash, the many Another stranger In the dusk drew near,
depression."
by Charles Dana Pratt, 10-year-ald saw," said the father.
And pausing cried. "What sort of people
COHEN BROS.
here
The remains were yesterday taken! sails fastened on with infinite care.
Hanscom placed the present num stepson of the murderer. The bo>
In your bright city where yon towers
Largest Shippers In Maine
Tickets May Be Purchased At
ber of lobstermen in Maine as about ran two miles to give the alarm, and to Matinicus by H. B. Bowes on the The (fishes had a rich blue border
arise?"
friend, what sort of people whence
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel.' 2-3
2,800 whereas a few years ago, lte has since returned to his own father, steamer Calista O. Morrill, and and blue candles added to the picture. "Well you
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
came?"
WARRF.N, ME.
"What
sort," the pilgrim smiled, "good,
December,
Miss
Minnie
Smith
was
said,
there
were
5,000.
interred
in
the
island
cemetery,
Ma

Dana Pratt of 10 Ivy street, Back
1 homaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Tel. 3
true
and wise!”
*
No lots too large; none too smalt
tinicus being the home of Mrs. of course celebrating Christmas, and "You’ll find the people here the same,"
“Of the hundred fishermen in my Bay, Boston
5tf
Trucks will be in Warren all winter
the
wise
man
said
”1 guess I'm not a little boy any I Nichols' sister. Mrs Ralph Philbrook. was a gay sight with a huge Chrlst13T8tf
—Edwin Markham.
(Continued on Page Six’

The program which the Rockland
City Band will present in concert
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30 at Park
Theatre guarantees a real musical
treat. Tickets are on sale by mem
— bers of the band, and the proceeds
Chance Is a word void of sense:
will go to the local milk fund. The
nothing can exist without a
» program:
cause.—Voltaire.

$6.50

WRIST WATCHES

Guaranteed Watch
75c

METHODIST BIRTHDAY BANQUET

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

.

SLAIN BY HER HUSBAND

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

Attention Poultrymen

□
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IS NO MAGIC ELIXIR

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A “Damp" Editor In Penn

The Lord bless thee, and keep thee.
sylvania Has His Say
The Lord make His face shine upon
About Beer
thee, and be gracious unto thee.
The Lord lift up His countenance
Under the caption “Hopsmania"
upon thee, and give thee peace — The Traylorian, a trade paper pub-1
lished by the Traylor Engineering Co., I
Numbers 5:24-26.
of Allentown. Pann.. has this to say
about the return of beer.
A NEW PRESIDENT

GET THOSE BROWN-TAILS!

"SNORTY AT TIMES"

Read the Advice Offered By Tree Surgeon Quinn and Put
Experts At Work

Our Hendricks Head Correspondent Cites Cases of
"Rough Going"

Keeper Coleman refers to the Ken-I
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
j of his own trees. Look out for your nebec's being "snorty” at times. In j
rpots it is all that. The writer has
A few words in regard to the sug- owngestlon of a citlzen as t0 havlng the j These caterpillar nests .seen now crossed Penobscot Bay in a small boat
..
on lhe outermost branch tips) con- in a fairly heavy northwest blow, and
....
cUy unemP,oyfd taking care of the [ajn hundTeds Qf ha,f
Sheepscot Bay in a dory when the !
Almost continuously, for a year on I serious brown-tail moth situation. 1 ;ars which emerge when warm seas seemed not less than 20 feet j
Charles W. Sheldon Now
more we have been hearing that the, Doesthis citizenknow or realize , weather
comes and feed on the de- high, but does not recall being as|
Heads Rotary Club—City return of beer would do these thing'.: what jt jg t<) care fQr ^Is problem veloplng budh and on the tender scared as in a trip he took in his 24- j
1. Greatly aid in the balancing of j'in
, theproper way? Would. he
. want. voumr
known to
Finances Given Airing
yuu“» leaves Thev are
are mown to foot Swampscot dory power boat.
the budget, by adding from on.1
eat every
everynew
-----*------------leaf from“■*the' tree down the Kennebec on one occasion,
Charles W. Sheldon yesterday em quarter to three-quarters of a billion a blacksmith to fill a cavity in onc leaving it as bare and desolate as in between Bath and Popham Beach
i of his teeth? Would he be willing to winter! This of course causes seri The worst spots as he recalls it were,
barked upon his duties as president dollars to the national income .
2. Save the farmers, by requiring c]imb 80 or 90 feet and more t0 the ous damage and often the tree will in order reached, near Bluff Head,!
of the Rockland Rotary Club and re-1
stupendous quantities of grain.
j top of one oj our e]m trees to pick die as a result, especially if it hap half a mile above Squirrel Point, i
ceived a cordial reception. He ls fill
3. End unemployment, by furnish off the brown-taU nests?
quarter of a mile below Squirrel I
pens more than once.
ing out the unexplred term of M. E. ing work for millions of men in brew 1 Then wby should the city unem
Point, just above Perkins Island,
The
caterpillar
completes
its
Wotton who relinquishes the position eries, bottle factories and cooperage p]oyed
asked to risk their lives in growth in early June .after eating abreast of Dix Island, Shag Rock
because of ill heafth. R. E. Baton
plants
trying to do something they know all the young leaves from your trees). | iworst), and by the old fort at Pop-!
was .made vice president.
new j I 4 Rescue the railroads. by supply-1 nothing about and are in no way They may be controlled by cutting
tKa.i- Two
.nit.nr.nn
ham Beach. We had up a double |
a mg miUions of doUars of fre*ht capable of doing? Also would' he the nests and burning them, or by hooded cover, meeting in center, and
into the circle of Rotary—Charles A.
tfal“cwant some one to come along and 1 spraying the trees after the leaves
Emery and Lucius E. Jones. Bennie l 5. Revivereal estate, by rehabili-| butcber bts trees without this some- develop. Better results are obtained in places the water seemed to come
onto the rear hood by the barrelful
Mathews and Col. E. A. Robbins of tating breweries and recreating sa-1 one knowing what be
doing?
i by cutting the nests as so many If our engine had stopped we expect
Camden were visiting Rotarians, and j
The trees of Rockland are in seri- caterpillars can be destroyed at one ed to stop, and for good.
Dr. Charles B. Popplestone was a ( g Eliminate the bootlegger, the
ous condition as to browntail moths, j time.
Portsmouth Harbor too, has a
guest. Next Friday s meeting will j beeT- baron and all racketeers,
and unless they are properly taken
Look for these nests on your fruit, strong tide, especially by the up town
be omitted in favor of a joint meeting , 7 close night clubs and road
care of at this time and by the I oak, maple and elm trees. The elms wharves. When serving at Ports
with the several service clubs of the houses, thereby saving miUions of
proper persons there will be serious are in the most serious condition mouth Navy Yard, it was noted that
county at Camden Wednesday.
young {oiks from the devil
damage done to our shade and fruit here at present. Either get these on occasions the master of the small
The speaker for the session was 8 Teach
Americans “sensible
Holger Struckmann of the Lawrence J drinking," such as Europeans enjoy trees which will cost the tax-payers nests yourself before it is too late, navy yard ferry was obliged to do
double what it will cost him to havc j or have a man that is capable, do ‘t quite a little "jockeying" to make the
Portland Cement Co. staff who pre9- Recognize the "sacred right of
landing at the foot of Daniel street.
sented an illustrated talk on city (he poor" to have their beer, the one the nests removed now. The life of J for you. Save your trees!
Again it was noted that much more
the
trees
is
at
stake!
Albert
Quinn.
finances based on an intensive study kjnd of booze they can afford..
Just because your neighbor does
|Mr. Quinn is a graduate RJI.S . was required when some of the naval
of the city reports of the past 60
Many other arguments have been
not
take
care
of
his
trees
is
no
rea1926.
Bartlett Schoo4 of Tree Sur- gunboats were making landings at |
years. In his survey he traced tit-j advanced, but these are the most
son
for
you
to
let
yours
go.
If
there
gery
(Stamford.
Conn.) 1928, foreman the Navy Yard piers. This caused,
origin and varied history of the common and all are equally absurd
large railroad indebtedness showing
Consider the first, for example. At are nests in your trees and they are , F. A Bartlett Tree Expert Co., in the writer to be indiscreet enough to,
that only 60 per cent of the original ’ the proposed tax of five dollars per left there those caterpillars are the Eastern and Mid-western States five remark one day in the presence ot j
loan had been paid off. while Thom- barrel, it would be necessary to con- ones that will destroy your trees, the ; years; in business partnership Chi- several, that "down on the Kennebee" landings were made alongside
aston, Wiscasset and other towns j sume fifty million barrels annually to neighbor's caterpillars will take care j cago. one year —Ed.I
.
__ wharves by steamboats regularly in
long ago paid up 100 per cent.
produce a revenue of a quarter of a
a tide as strong as that at Ports
Mr.. Struckmann felt that a large billion dollars—equal to almost half a
BASKETBALL BATTLES mouth, with seldom or never any
part of our present financial diffi- barrel for each man. woman ar.d
jockeying required. The pay clerk, a
Waldoboro 40, Washington 14
"ON MY SET”
culty could be ascribed to the lack of child in the United States. This Is
Portsmouth man. took me right up
systematic retirement of these rail- not impossible of realization, but
Waldoboro High scored at will in
on that.
road debt bonds, an idea subscribed highly improbable,
its match with Washington High in
"Ha! ha! ha!" I recall he laughed.
to by President Carl H. Sonntag of
In the other directions indtccted.
Waldoboro Thursday night. Leavitt
'Knight, let some of those Kennebec
the cement company who supplement we admit that some benefit might ac
and Heald were tied for high point
captains try making landings ln tne
ed the story with some pointed re crue from the manufacture of beer,
.
honors, with Flanders a close second.
tide that runs here and you'll seel
marks relating to the unpleasant but we doubt if it would bc readily
The score:
ecjje jockeying." My remark had
facts of the city’s financial struc discernible, and it is conceivable that
Waldoboro High
been made innocently enough, how
the
advantage
gained
might
easily
ture. The speakers joined in thank
O
F
P
ever it may have appeared, but this
ing Mayor Richardson for mary be neutralized.
Piper, If ................... 3
0
6
clerk had a pretty good memory. And
In
this
connection,
an
experience
courtesies extended during the gath
Vannah. If ............... 1
0
2
one
day. a few weeks later, he called
we had lately is worth recounting.
ering of the material.
E. Achorn, rf.......... 3
0
6
us all (about a dozen) into his special '
In a local store a man with a "relief
Elven, rf .................. 0
0
0
office, where a fine view was to be
When the members of the Boys order,” among other Items asked for
Leavitt, c .................. 5
1
11
My inquiry as to the identity of
had of the harbor.
five
cans
of
crab
meat
i
price
fifty
and Oirls Service Club gathered at
Simmons, c_____ - 0
0
u
the station which is conflicting
"There boys," he offered when
Mrs. Jennie Wilson's home Wednes cents per can). Being informed that
R Achom. lg_____ 2
0
4
with
WLBZ
at
night, was
we
had all gathered around, “is the
day they found a real party arranged such orders were honored only for
Kalb, lg .....'._______ 0
0
0
promptly answered by Mrs. Gro
Cleveland coming in. She's just be
staples,
he
exhausted
his
order
for
for them. The dinner provided by
Heald. rg ________ 5
1
11
ver Young of Owl's Head who
ing delivered by the Bath Don Works.'
the Lions Club featured chicken same and then purchased the crab
states that it is WTMJ, the Mil
and she's got one of Knight's Ken-,
meat,
tendering
a
ten
dollar
bill
in
fricassee mashed potato, green peas,
Totals ............... 19
46
waukee Journal.
nebec captains in charge. He'll have
harlequin ice cream, assorted cake, payment! If beer was readily avail
Washington High
to put her in to the dock, and I want |
able
to
the
poor,
how
many
cases
and other goodies. The usual work
P
G
Up in Canada they appear to
all hands to watch and see just how,
ers were assisted by wives of club would there be of "relief money tor
Powell, rg ........ ...... 0
1
be having a lively campaign for
he does it.” There was a very strong
members.
Decorations observing bread, their own money for beer," as
0
Woman
suffrage.
Thursday ' Light, lg .. ..... . ........ 0
ebb then running, and I confess I
Washington's Birthday consisted of someone said recently?
10
j Flanders, c ______ 5
night I heard over CKAC a vig
began to quake a little. "It makes a ;
Personally, we are not “dry." In
I Webber, rf ............. 1
two large American flags in front of
3
orous plea in behalf of feminine
difference. Mr Colcord." I said.,
our
time
we
have
sampled
about
Mrs. Wilson's home, red. white and
! Best. If .................... 0
U
votes.
"which Kennebec captain is on her
blue streamers in the rooms as ceiling every kind of drink ever concocted. .
*•**•>*••
If it is Captain Collin, or Captain
and
we
have
always
enjoyed
good
festoons and also on the table,
14
Totals ............
W'OR, the Newark, N. J. station,
Morse
—" “That's just who it is," he
American flags and a picture of beer—in fact, we estimate that a tair
Referee, Fitch. Time. Four 8's.
celebrated its Uth anniversary
enlightened—"this Captain Morse
Washington. Other table decorations sized swimming pool could be filled
Thursday night with a special
you've bragged so about." (I later
were red candles in sticks wound by the lager we have consumed, but
Only two more teams are to be se learned it was likely Captain Blair).
program.
Among the “grats"
we
never
knew
of
any
kind
of
booze
with red. white and blue paper,
lected for the Bates tournament from But anyway, whether it was science
received was one from ex-Gov.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of St. that had more than three qualities—
• Cheverus,
Westbrook.
Portland, or just plain luck I can't say, this
Alfred E. Smith of New York.
color
to
delight
the
eye,
taste
to
please
pro
Peter's Episcopal Church,
I Morse, Mexico. Rockland. Sanford Kennebec captain ran directly up
nounced the blessing and after din the palate, and "kick" to knock one
And now we will listen to every ' and perhaps Norway and South alongside the dock, made a perfect I
ner told the children stories of pie-eyed.
news broadcast for the latest . Paris. Unless Cheverus continues its landing, and threw hls lines. My
Some varieties of booze will induce
George Washington. Later in the
concerning the scrap between the I losing streak, they'll be there and friend, the pay clerk, turned to me,
afternoon the children returned and insensibility quicker than others, and
Japs and Chinese.
Let the j then it'll be a toss-up whether Morse astonishment written on every fea
had a period of Bible study and sang in the process men have visions, but
broadcaster do the pronouncing. ! or one of the other teams go. Morse ture. “Knight." he said. “That's just
joyous songs with Harry Pratt at the no toper ever had a dream one-tenth
■ should get the nod ahead of Sanford. plain bull luck. He couldn't do that i
piano. The dinner next week will be as wild and impossible as that ot tne
READS RIOT ACT
Rockland. Norway or South Paris, again in a hundred times."
collective "benefits" which exponents
provided by the Speech Readers
i However, either Portland or West- Perhaps I gloated a little. I hope i
of beer are doing their damnedest to
Club.
Bath Sports Editor, "Brutally Frank’1 ] brook, or Sanford, may shove them not. But when a few weeks later tne I
have us believe.
out of the picture.
Says Morse High Hasn't a Team
same captain delivered the monitor'
Said exponents are to us an ex
What value has technocracy Just
Nevada I couldn't entice my friend [
now, what leads to its popularity. cruciating pain in the neck, and wc
Thc sports editor of the Bath
TENANT'S
HARBOR
to
the window to watch him. But
whence came it. what objections to sincerely pity all misguided foolish
Times reads the riot act to the
luck, if it was that, must have been
its adoption in the United States do °nes *ho trust them, for beer is no
Archie Begg of Vinalhaven was re with him again, for as good a land
skeptic.-, advance, and what is meant magic '“’“l ™ "nectar of the gods '- Morse High School basketball team
cently a visiter here ar.d spent a few ing as before was made. So I'm
by an erg or joule? Who is its most simply a draught that will make one and in so doing takes a left hand
days with Mr. end Mrs. Taylor.
* thinking the Kennebec captains de
earnest advocate? These are dis- as drunk as a lord, if it's worth the crack at Rockland High Here is
Friends cf Uncle Janies Henderson served the reputation that had
cussions for the Educational Club at j drinking and enough is taken.
part Qf wha[ hg
will be glad to hear that he is recov spread so far about them.
___ „„
o -f o n m
Also, this matter of beer begets in I
So muc£ for economics. The psy- us a feelin8 °f sadness and Profouna ’ "T° *
fra"k’ Mon* ering from his recent surgical opera chological topic has to do with the regret, mingled with extreme impa- hasn t a basketball team. It has 12 tion and expects to be home again ln business session in the evening a
baseball contest was opened and the
almost universal lack of wholesome “*nce, in contemplation of the spec- individual players, as good material time for town meeting.
Ir.dcor bar eball is going strong at Bears beat the Tigers. The score was
ambition as a national trait. One “^e of our accredited lawmakers oc- « you 11 find anywhere, but when it
hears it reiterated that America is spying their time with tempestuous comes to defining any five of the St Oeorge Lodge. IO.O.F.. and after tied in thc eighth inning. The Bears
the land of boundless opportunities.. d0bate
a little thing, to the utter men as 'a team.' it's stretching the the regular business session the de in the last half of the eighth scored
Then why do we so easily lie down ne8lect °f Questions of real nationa: definition of the word 'team' be- gree team is busy practicing with Wil two more runs making the final scot
liam Imlach as degree master.
3-1 in favor of Bears.
before slight obstacles, why are we as importance — figurative'y "fiddling' yond the pale of anybody's imagiSchools here were closed Wednes
Twenty-five from this place at
nation. They haven't clicked this
while
Rome
bums.'
claimed, a nation of mediocrities, who
day in observance of Oeorge Wash tended thc Lincoln Baptist quarterly
1
year:
they
just
can
’
t
seem
to
click.
mostly just “get by," who are more
Bcxclaticn mee’ing Wednesday in
“When they beat a weak Rockland ington's birthday.
WITH THE BOWLERS
excuse-hunters, and regard medio
Friends of Mrs. John Donald arc Thcma-.cn. The subject of the day
team
only six points on a Bath floor
crity as an all-sufflcicnt aim and am
Next Week's Games
to open the season, the public ex-pleased to hear that she Ls getting cn wa" "F’aitl* in God." In the evening
bition? For the round table discus
Monday—Texaco vs. Barbers.
sion: What more shall I do tn ad-; Tuesday—Burpee vs. Wholesalers. ’ cuscd it because it was their premier.well after her operation for appendi- lhe meting was given over to the
But when Gardiner and Hallowell c-ltis at Knox Hospital.
j Jcung people and Tenant's Harbor
vance the interests and extend to a
Thursday—Eagles vs. South Thom were only beaten by moderate mar- !Misses Fannie and Harriett Long was ^Presented on the program by
larger number the benefits of our aston: Eagles vs. Kickapoo.
. gins the fans began to scratch their ,attended the Lincoln Association ^"S3 Emilv Morris of Long Cove who
• * • •
club? What are my personal ambi
heads. Then, at Augusta they had ' meeting at Thomaston.
speke on "Expressing our faith in the
tions for its promotion to greater use
The Ltague Standing
no business losing to a green Cony ; Miss Marjorie Mooers spent the secret We.” Rev. F. W Barton was
fulness, and how can I help it to be
W L PC
PF.
weekend at her home in Bangor.
1 moderator.
come a better, busier, bigger organi Wholesalers.
67 18 .788 24.323 team by six points. A seven-point
Puritan
Rebekah
Lodge
met
Mi£’ Elizabeth Wheeler is confined
win
over
Lewiston
at
Bath
was
far
zation? Have I joined the Leaners Eagles.
57 28 .671 24.156
from
satisfactory.
Losses
to
Cheve

Thursday,
and
after
the
business
j
t0
her home by illness and many
and Knockers or held fast with the So Thomaston, 64 41 .601 29,260
Texaco.......
Boosters and Builders?
64 41 .601 29.313 rus and Deering on the Morse court, meeting ice cream and cake were fricnd; are extending best wishes that
served. At the next regular meeting. "he wU1 £00n bs improving.
Kickapoo.......
51 54 486 29,269 shouldn't have been.
"Up at Auburn they did stage a March 9. supper will be served and !--------------- ------- -----------------------—
Washington's Birthday was official Burpee.
33 67 330 26.906
ly celebrated at the Court House by Barbers,
27 73 .270 26,645 wild spurt in the last four minutes an indoor baseball content opened,
dumping into the sewer a great
The Three Crows beat Wall’s Won to score 16 points to win. But scor- Members who are not solicited arc
quantity of liquors seized by the sher ders 1580 to 1545 on the Star alleys ing 16 points in four minutes is asked to take pie or cake,
what? A fluke is correct. If they'd j W. E. Sheerer motored to RockA Magic Word
iff's department. This task is gen last night,
The Rockland Lions Club won two t,onc 11 on at least one other occa* ,land Friday on business.
erally performed on a holiday when
Jchn Davidson of Somerville asslstthe officials are absent, because of strings out of three from the Camden sion' or had they 'beaten such weak
In a Magic
the intense odor which permeates the Lions Club at Camden, but lost the tcams as Rockland, Gafdiner and ed with the muric at the Bapt'et
match
by
16
pins.
Details
in
Tuesby
appreciable
scores,
the
Church
Sunday
night.
It
Is
not
often
corridors. Enough of the traces leEdward Little spree at Auburn the people here have the pleasure of
mained so that the feminine clerks day's issue.
Ring—
went about their duties in a more ----------------------------------------------- - might be interpreted differently, hearing John during the winter
gJ. ----- .. _
But under the circumstances us folks, months.
or less woozy condition.
W1IEN IN PORTLAND-You can buy who were looking ahead to a great!
At the regular meeting of Naomi
copies of The Courler-Gaacttc. with the
The World's fair in Chicago opens home news, at Central News Co 66 Cnn- little club up on the hill this season, Chapter last week the new officers
gress Bt.; or Rosa Newa-atand. 381'; Con have to shrug our shoulders and well, had a practice meeting in the afterJune 1st. Have you made reserva gress St.
why not blame the depression?”
noun followed by supper. After the
tions?

Advertise

Every-Other-Day

DWIGHT
L.
H 0 O P 1 N ■
GARNER,
American ConI. 1
Coun
;il. author, "es
crow
plan"
owner • occupied farms and
hornet through revision automatical
ly placing In escrow fee simple of
distressed properties faced with fore
closure or tax sale with redemption
privilege by owners and protecting
all concerned Muring rehabilitation

"PONY EXPRESS" TO INAUGURATION—\
Little Toby Cook on one of four ponies, \
which art carrying him from Chula, Ga. to
Washington, 800 miles away. While Toby is riding
ene pony, the others will follow in a truck. Ht
plana to change mounts every five miles.

THIS PRETTY MISS OF
COLOMBIA, S. A., it hand
picking coffee "cherries”
in the approved method of
that South American cof
fee republic. In thia tropi
cal treasureland, scientific
cultivation and naturally
favorable growing con.
ditiona combine to give
Colombian coffees the
wS. rich, mellow flavor
which makes them
B\\u world fj-oritee.

RIGHT AT YOU!—
Thia modern Diana,
skilled with rifle
instead of bow and
arrow, la Miss Eve
lyn Kerr, Captain
of the George
Washington Uni.
vereity Rifle Team,
of W a ■ h I n gton,
D. C.

Y LIGHT

as grs-

this

MACHINE helped the

St. Joseph Railway A Power
1 Company of St. Joseph, Mo..
to win first award for maintenance methods and practices. It la
called the Power Prover, an exhaust gas analyier developed by
Cities Service Company. Over 900 companies and hundreds of
thousands of motorists are now using thit new service to
reduce fuel coats.

VISIT
GRANDMOTHER — IN
SCHOOL: Going to school Isn’t
an irksome task for these 9 year
old twins, Carl and Barbara Bark,
of Syracuse, N. Y, because it
meant a visit with their grand
mother, Mra. Jessie Alexander,
who it their teacher.

Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD KVKNTi

Judge Zehna M. Dwinal enter
THE PANAMA CANAL
tained the Decemvir Club at Wadsworth Inn In Camden last evening.
Has Had Few Interruptions

Peb. 29—Band concert at Park The
atre. benefit of the milk fund.
March 1—Ash Wednesday. Lent be-.

Kins.

Ciibs^f Rockland u'nd'cumden
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The Eagles bowling team rolls
| against the Augusta team at Thomas'
aT'ilu- aH«y» Wednesday. The Eagles' llne-

XklSSn Legion smoker.

UP Wl» b<‘: ™ley' RobbinS' Phl111^'

March 3— Of Thee I Sing." presented B Smith and Ty Cobb,
hy Mrs. Copping before the Rubinstein
Club.
I
--------March 3 (3
to 9.30) Regular
Thursdav
hp thp
warm
Woman's
Kducatlonal
Club. meeting
Copper
i nurawy was
was said
saiu to
to oe
me •warm
Kettle Porch
est Peb. 23 ln the 60 years' history ol
March \-KnoxUpomonaU meets with ' the Portland Weather Bureau. Well,
VwW.™ town meeting _ It was a trifle summerish here in
March 6—monthly meeting of City! Rockland, with the mercury around
Government.
|
March 7—Second District Council of 50.
the American Legion Auxiliary meets ln I
_____
March ll—Limerock Valley Pomona! The new light cruiser Portland,
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange.
which was siieccwfnllv fried nn thp
March 17—St. Patrick'* Day charity | wnlcn was successfully tnea on tne
bridge sponsored by Helen chapman. Rockland course recently, was placed
Maude Blodgett, Carolyn Stewart and
Thelma Stevens
[ In commission at thc Boston Navy
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at
i Yard Thursday and will soon Join
Orono.
March 29-Aprll 1—American Legion | the impressive fleet in Pacific wa
food fair at Masonic building.
ters.
April 19 Easter Sunday
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied I
bodies meet ln Bangor
June 25-30- Rotary International holds
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Its world convention In Boston.

LINCOLN BAPTISTS

®llinTllP5

During Its Nearly 7000
Days’ Existence
Too much water, where engineers
had feared there might sometime be
too little, made necessary the closing
of the Panama Canal to traffic for
the better part of a day a few weeks
ago. The reason for the suspension
was an unusually high flood in the
Chagres River which discharges into
the Canal, makes possible Gatun
Lake through wnieh ships pass, and
Is the chief source of water for op
erating the locks. A special dam to
cost $15,500f)00, is under construc
tion now, designed to prevent an
overabundance of water in the
Canal in the future, and to hold an
additional supply in reserve for the
dry season. The chief damage
wrought by the flood, probably not
over $50,000. was to the uncompleted
dam.

SERMONETTE

God and Man

‘‘Presence and Effort'' of Absentees Is Urged At the
Various Churches
The Lincoln Baptist Association in
session at Thomaston, Wednesday,
proved that Christian -people are still
hungering anti thirsting after the
things of God, for more than 200 as
sembled for the day's conference, the
theme of which was centered treund
thc words c-f the Master—"Have Faith
ln God."
Rev. Milton R. Kerr nt the morning
worship .'aid. "We are called to fel
lowship in the sufferings of the Lord

Church ln March" campaign will be
gin next Sunday.
• « • V
Tomorrow at 10.30 Rev. L. G. Perry,
pastor of the Littlefield Memorial
Church will preach from the subject
"By-products of Christianity." The
choir will sing the anthem "What a
Savior is Jesus," Sutherland, and Mrs.
Lima Barter will be the soloist. Junior
church will meet at the same hour led
by Miss Olive Bragg; Sunday school
at 11.45 with a class ready for aU IChrist As gold is tried to purlages, and B Y.P.U. at 6.15 with Miss ’ fy H. •'? the Christan's faith is tried,
Vivian Chaples as leader. At the eve- that we may glorify our Lord."
ning service at 7.15 the pastor's subDeacon Burgess of the entertainJect will be "Where is your name
ing church welcomed the visitors, and
recorded?” There will be a selection
by the chorus of the Junior Church the moderator fittingly responded.
Two sessions of Bible study were a
Junior Ouild meets at 4.30 on Tuesday
afternoon and prayer meeting at 7.30 part of the day's program. Rev. J.
on Tuesday evening. Ladies' Aid will C. MacDonald taking the study of
meet Wednesday evening with Mrs. "Faith in Christ,” and showing from
Nellie Manning, 5 Achorn street. Bible Gcds word that faith in Christ was
study Friday evening at Earl Ran not simply believing a whole lot of
dall's, Washington street.
things about Christ, was not church
membership or baptism, but was per
fect trust in Him—a casting one's self
, over on Christ. In the Bible study on
“Faith in Prayer,” Rev. L. A. Camp
bell raid, “Perhaps a deeper meaning
would be Prayer In Faith.
There Ls the prayer of action which
Mrs. Oscar S Duncan gave a bridge lays hold on and believes, and the
tea Thursday afternoon at her home prayer of hope', tliat the desire ex
on Main street. There were two tables. pu. ed may be in the will of God.
honors going to Mrs. Robert Snow ! for the pe'tilioner.
Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell and MLss Emma
• • • •
Wellington.
1 Rev. W. E. Mcsler of Morrill brought

THE OLD, OLD HOUSE BV THE SF.A

SPRUCE HEAD

Mrs. Lewis Simmons entertained
the Bridge Club Thursday evening
of last week. There were two tables.
- old are
houw
*" clo
"Kl ,orlornIts old
people
gone
away.
! Refreshments were served.
The old. old house Is full of dreams.
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff, Mrs.
Each room has Its own full share.
And ever and always its dream-folk j Clarence Carr and Mrs. Lewis Sim
come
mons attended the movies in Rock
And whisper together there.
They tell ot the day the bride came land Wednesday afternoon.
home,
W. W Godfrey and 'son Lavon,
A sailor's bride was she—
And spe Is there and tells her tales
with Henry York and son Donald
Of what there used to be.
motored Monday to Hancock and
Her lover-husband tells with Joy
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Of how she came by hls side;
"And she was fair as a staunch new LiBie Chamberlain who will keep
ship,"
house for Mrs. York while she Ls in
He says of her ln hls pride.
New York for several weeks.
They tell of the day their baby came.
The llrst born of their three.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
And tell with tears of the awful day
That he was claimed by the sea.
daughter June of Two Bush Light
Station are at their home here for
And he Is there In the old. old house
That stands by the deep, cold sea.
And tells of hls youth, and tells of hls a few days.
loves.
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randai!
Of hls few years bright and free.
and daughter Mildred have returned
Their older daughter ls there with the
to White Head coast guard station
rest.
And tells of her care-free life.
I after a ten-day leave spent with
Of how she sailed from many a port
Mrs. Randall's parents.
A happy, though childless wife.
George Harvey of Rockland ts
And oh. their youngest, their baby girl.
Who stayed at home by the sea
visiting
hls grandparents for a few
And cared for her parents' closing years.
Her children upon their knee.
days.
Marlyn Drinkwater is guest of her
she. too. Is there, with her little brood
And her husband who sailed the main.
cousin Irene Rackliff.
And all ls laughter, and all ls peace.
Forgotten are death and pain.
The Bridge Club met Thursday
And so they live In the old. old house— evening with Mrs. Clarence Carr.
Dream people by the sea—
Though all have been dead full many Hnd 63 and bridge were enjoyed, and
a year.
lunch was served. Gertrude Sim
And tell of what used to be.
mons was a special guest.
Thus the old. old houae that stands by
Mrs. Henry York left by bus Fri
the sea.
Is peopled by Memory.
day morning for New York where
Cora E. Waldron.
Freeport. Me.
she will visit several weeks with her
son Austin in New York city and her
we urge our churches to give as God daughter Mrs. Alberta Morse in Ol
prospers them.
cott.
"Resolved, That this Association
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rackliff
eppooe any change in the Sunday law; and Mrs. Lewis Simmons and daugh
and we furthermoire resolve thut we ter Gertrude attended the Kickapoo
stand firmly for prohibition in Maine, ball in Rockland Wednesday night.
and Lhat the secretary so instruct
Mrs. I^eslie Thompson and daugh
cur legislators."
ters Lila and Ethelyn were guests of
"Resolved, That W“ express our ap
Mrs. Elbert Burton Thursday.
preciation for the generous hospi
Mrs. Callie Morrill and Mrs.
tality of the Thomaston church in Eugene Godfrey were recently enter
providing so bounlifujjy for the needs tained by Mrs. Milledge Randall at
of so many at this Association.’’
a chicken dinner.
A special male quartet, Mrs F. L.
E. V Shea entertained Mr. and Mrs,
Barton, and the Thomaston choir,
John McKenzie and Mr. and Mrs.
furnished delightful musical r umbers,
Norman Drinkwater Thursday eveand the Junior choir, the boys' quar
| ning.
tet and girls' trio, of thi Thomaston
Francis Russell has returned home
church, were especially enjoyed.
from Washington. D. C.. and joined
L. P. C.
his family at the home of Mrs. Rus
Don't take chances without automo sell’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elbile insurance. Insure your automo I well.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Elwell of
bile today with Roberts & Veazie,
Inc., M. P. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic 1 Tenant's Harbor visited' Mrs. L. C.
Temple. Rockland.
40-8-tf : Elwell Wednesday afternoon.
-b.
j

(Spruce Head. Maine)
An old. old house stands close by the sea.
And the old. old house ls gray.

Since man began to reason ab
stractly, he has -been religious.
His life on this planet as com
pared to the earth's age, has been
so brief as to be almost without
comparison. Man has had many
religions. We are too prone to
regard them as superstitions.
They have all been very real to
the ones believing in them, even
though they seem impossible to
Veterans meets Wednesday. There
another's concept.
WEATHER
will be a card party in the afternoon
From Abraham’s day men be
gan to believe in one, and only
Yesterday was another fine one, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie
one, true Ood. The Latin lan
noon temperature 40 and wind west, Achorn. The housekeepers for the
guage tent its beautiful words to
and today is like unto it in outward 6 o'clock supper will be Mrs. Mabel
Twelve Ships a Day for 18 Years
describe His attributes — omni
appearance with a cloudless blue sky Beaton and Mrs. Emma Hall.
"On Dec. 1, 1932. exactly 6.682 days
presence, omni - science, omni and northwest wind. It is somewhat
had
passed since the Canal was
The sewing circle of the American
potent.
colder 25 at 8 o'clock. However If
opened
to
the
commerce
of
the
Legion Auxiliary meets Monday
Then came a day in the fulness
Rideout is right and he generaRy ls,
a/temoon at Legion hall. Business world; and on only a little handful of time when the "Word was
we are due for a big surprise. Snow
meeting of the Auxiliary at 7.30. A of these days had there been no pro made flesh and dwelt among us.’
is promised for tonight, probably
meeting of the executive board has cession of ships passing from Atlan This birth marked a new era for
changing to rain. It will average
been called for this evening at 8 tic to Pacific or from Pacific to At all mankind-. Any man, in any
colder today until night when therc
lantic. The few brief occasions when
o'clock at the hall.
age. who has reasoned about God
will be a gradual rise of tempera
traffic was suspended were for the
and of another existence has been
ture. The barometer this morning
A three-act play. "The Country most part during the early days of
read 30 01 and was falling. The tem Cousin" is to be presented tonight the Canal's service, when landslides religious. There is no essential
perature iin Boston* this morning at 7.45 in the vestry of the Thomas had to be cleared from one or an difference in the conception of
Ood today, as between the Jew
was 30 Sunduy will be considerably ton Baptist Church by the junior other of the deep cuts
and Gentile, the Catholic or
warmer, and probably fair.
choir. Between the acts a program
"Up to July 1 last, when the Canal
Protestant. No religion, race or
will be given, in which Murgaret Mc had been open just 45 days short
Sunshine Society meets Monday
creed has any exclusive possession
Millan will present violin solos, and of 18 years, an average of Just under
afternoon at the club room.
of Him or of His truth.
Ernest Johnson piano and har 12 ships had passed through the
Certainly no church or creed
waterway every day—almost 'half a
Ernest House Shd Austin Sherman monica solos.
can separate Jesus Christ from
______
a stirring message on “The Chaiship an hour,’ if one takes hts sta
of House-Sherman Inc. are in Bos
Members of the First Baptisl lcn8e of Faith" saying "What Ls this
Burdean Sifnmons of Warren was tistical averages that seriously," says others. "Who shall separate us
ton on business.
Church choir were entertained by Mr faith which we are offering the
being tried ln Municipal Court this a bulletin from the Washington, from the love of Christ?" asks thc
forenoon on two charges alleging D. C. headquarters of the National apostle. "Neither death, nor life, and Mrs. Charles Morey at their home world? It is not 'any faith' of any re
The meetng of Boy Scout Troop
nor angels, nor principalities, nor
last Monday evening at their regular;
but the faith Ls a full and comsingle sale of liquor. The complaint Geographic 8ociety.
|
Two of the Methods! Church has been
powers, nor things present, nor
rehearsal. Singing occupied the first
redemption of any individual,
was made by Sergeant R. B. Watts of
"The
Panama
Canal
is
a
gateway
postponed from Monday to Friday
part of the evening, followed by a so,he deoth of the Lord."
the State police. The sales were al of the seas. Merchants send their , things to come, nor height, nor
evening ot next week.
cial hour and games. Pastor MacFrank H. Ingraham, president of
leged to have been made to a Waldo products through It as medieval depth nor any other creature
shall be able to separate us trom
Donald and family were special ^e United Euptist Convention of
boro man.
traders sent their caravans through
The first crocus blossom cf the
the love of God, which is in Christ
guests.
i Maine, in the worship period of the
guarded gates of fortified cities. One
season appeared in the garden of Mrs.
Jesus our Lord."
_____
afternoon, left with the assembly the
William E. Ingraham, who con
can
see
the
traffic
coming
through
Lilian Sprague Copping at 39 Lime ducted a barber shop at 146 South
William A. Holman.
A
cobweb
party
was
given
for
the
‘h°,ught that while ,he world
the Panama 'gate' and tell much of
rock street, Thursday.
Main street for a long period of years
junior
vested
choir
of
the
First
BapUpslde down tClay' we
to
the countries from which the goods
died Thursday night aged 76 years.
At the Congregational Churcn to tist Church yesterday afternoon by ! held to our faith that Ood will send
come.
The Salvation Army is starting its Funeral services will be held at the
I a deliverer to lead us out of the difFrom Argentina's plains come, morrow morning Mr. Rounds w'll Mi's Edna Gregory. Alter the regular
Try Religion Campaign" with meet Bowes & Crozier undertaking parlors
preach on the subject "The True rehearral jigsaw puzzles and refresh i Acuities in World. National and State
ings every night for two weeks be Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. meat, bone fertilizer, and tankers
affairs today, as surely as He sent
with blood; from Brazil, coffee; from Braggart.” Sunday school at noon. ments completed the hour.
ginning Feb 26. The public is In H. H. Marr officiating.
Me es to deliver the people of Israel
The Comrades of the Way will meet
Mexico,
crude
oil;
from
the
West
vited.
in the vestry at 6 30 o'clock
Ladies' nights at The Spanish Villa frem Pharaoh. Our part is to pray
The freight steamer Vamar passed Indies, sugar; from the Far East,
• • • •
Rink
are proving very popular. Thurs for God s guidance to the leaders,
Dr. Harry Pettapiece entertained up by the other day to load potatoes bamboo, tea. peanuts, fireworks, gall
At
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scien

day night the feminine element was that His will .may be carried out.
seven at a dinner party last evening at Searsport. Rockland was thus stones, hemp, cocoanut oil. and rice;
Rev. J. S. Pendleton, executive sec
tist,
corner
of
Cedar
and
Brewster
CENTRAL M4IN, WjJ.'jWER COMRANY
well
represented on the skat’rg sur
in honor of Hon. Job Montgomery's near to entertaining an angel, for tl\e from Australia, cold storage prod
retary,
said the great forces of life are
streets.
Sunday
services
are
at
10.30
face.
LOCAL.
'
STORE
ucts,
beef,
casein,
cheese,
mutton,
83d birthday at Wadsworth Inn, Vamar was formerly the Eleanor
th? spiritual forces. Though we may
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
pork,
tallow;
from
California,
fruit,
Camden.
Bolling, which, some readers will re
mon tomorrow will be “Christ Jesus."
The proposed general sales tax will lick money, we do not lack God. It
Special Saturday
call was the ship in which Admiral oil, apricot seeds, borax, onions, wal Sunday school is at 11.45. Wednes
be
discussed by the Knickerbockers at the church of Jesus Christ will pray,
Prizes at the carnival Thursday Richard E. Byrd made his famous nuts; from Washington and Oregon,
we can pray through to victory.
evening at the Northend Skating trip to the South Pole.
lumber and salmon; from Vancouver, day evening testimony meeting is at their Sunday noon meeting in the
• * • •
7.30
The
reading
room
is
located
at
£3.45 Hotpoint Flat Iron,
Glover store.
Rink were won by Verna Roblshaw
wheat; from Chile, nitrates and
Messages
from
Mr. Cummings, with
of Thomaston, Phyllis Snowman and
The Rotary and Lions Clubs of iodine; from Peru, guano; and from 400 Main street, and is open week
Now, $2.95
The third in the series of Masonic! 45 yesf
forei««
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Donald Huntley. The skaters voted Rockland go a-vlsiting next Wed the South Seas, copra.
• • • •
educational addresses before Aurora ‘1 °
Brown, who has spent
$9.95 Hotpoint Waffle Iron, 7.50
the occasion a very happy one.
nesday night when they attend the
A Bridge of Water
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal I, Lodge will be delivered Wednesday ™ny years in
South'
help
first Joint get together of tl^Cam
'In the language of engineers the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for night by Rev. W. S. Rounds Right ful and inspiring. Mr. Cummings
$9.95 Waffle Iron,
8.75
Tne Salvation Army is having den Rotary Club and the CamdenItoyaJ Rochester (Automatic I
Panama
Canal is not a canal at all; tomorrow will be appropriate for Worshipful John D. Mitchell. D. D. ! spoke of tlie different conditions in
many calls for clothing and shoe;- Rockport Lions Club in Masonic hall.
from the needy and if anyone has Camden. A banquet will be served it is a ‘water bridge.' It is said to be Quinquagesima Sunday; Holy Com G. M., will make his official inspec ] the minds of the people in the East
$5.95 Waffle Iron,
4.75
any he would like to give to help the at 7 o'clock. James E. Gheen of New the first great 'water bridge' in his munion at 7.30; church school at 9.30; tion March 22. There will be work frem that of many years ago.
The evening session was of particu
less fortunate the officer in charge, York, a speaker of national reputa tory. The engineers' term does de Choral Eucharist at 10.30; Vespers on the Master Mason degree.
Curling Irons,
95c to 2.95
lar interest, as the participants were
scribe the Canal more accurately than at 7.30. Ash Wednesday: Matins at
Adjutant Wilbur will be glad to cal! tion will deliver an address.
Switch in handle or detachable cord
all young people from the different
its popular title. From the Colon 6.45; Holy Communion at 7 a. m.;
for them. Telephone 514.
23-24
churches combining thc Association.
EAST LIBERTY
Phil Jones, proprietor of the entrance, guarded from 'northers' by church school service at 4 p. m.:
The young folks of Thomaston con
A top-line attraction at the Legion Hatchet Mountain Camps in Hope, breakwaters, it is about seven miles j Vespers at 7 30 p. m.
Electrical Servants
Mrs. Lizzie Hannan of North Union ducted the worship service, in a
smoker next Thursday night will be was a visitor in the city Thursday, to Gatun Locks. At the lock gate
the wrestling bout between "Sully" accompanied by Mrs. Jones. They to the right of an incoming steamer I Services at the Methodist Church who has been a visitor at W. L. splendid manner, and young folks
The 'Home
McIntosh and Underwood. A com have been spending the past six is the great Gatun Dam more than tomorrow will include worship at 10.30, Grant's is now in North Searsmont ficm other churches presented "vari
ous phases of faith in action.”
panion bout is being arranged. On weeks In Boston, and while It is too a mile and a half long. It is this sermon subject "The king of glory" where she has employment.
Sunday visitors at W. L. Grant’s
Miss Arlene Chaples expressed
the boxing bill will be a six-round early to talk summer camps, there dam which raises the Chagres Rivet with music by the vested choir and
_____________
as a means__
of
solo by Marianne Bullard. Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Philip Alley and faith in the home life
bout between Dow and Hooper and was no lacking of Indications that to the dignity of a 'water bridge.’
a "go" by Smith and Boardman, witn the ninth annual season at Hatchet
"Through vast, artificial Gatun school comes at noon, and Epworth ron cf Frankfort and Walter Gran; ' winning our family, our neighbors
and even tha tradespeople who come
other good bouts. Music and enter Mountain Camp would be a success Lake, so formed, steamers plow 24 League at 6 with Stanley Gay leading, and Nancy Hartford of Prospect.
Mrs. Verna Ryan has been carry- to cur heme, to the Christian life.
tainment.
miles until they reached the Cule subject, "What it means to be a
The three-act comedy "Aunt Mag bra or Gaillard Cut severing the Christian.” At the 7.15 service Mr ing the mail from Liberty to Belfast V.clcr Hills cf Warren said we could
Bobby son of Cant, and Mrs. Wil gie's Will," presented Thursday eve mountainous backbone of North, Marr's subject will be "The love story v ia Sear, mont for Locksley Fuller express our faith in school life by
Xtck Our Windows F~qw Special OrrewiN&a
lard.-entertained a few playmates ning in St. Peter's Undercroft by the Central and 8outh America. In the of David and Jonathan.'' Prayer who Ls ill.
co-operation with our teachers, by en
Wednesday at his home on Talbot older members of the choir drew a eight-mile Gaillard Out the most meeting Tuesday at 7.15. Epworth
Jenness Hall and Russell Joyce of couraging and inviting others tc
avenue in observance of his eleventh large audience whose hearty ap dramatic excavation work occurred League will entertain the leagues of Camden have been camping for a church services, by carrying our Chrisbirthday. Bobby's guc'ts were Bar plause testified to the enjoyment
fan principles with us all through
"At the Pedro Miguel Locks, called the surrounding towns Wednesday week on the shore of Stevens' Lake.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
bara and Louise White. Carol Swan. given. In the cast were Miss Feme 'Peter Magill' Locks by the Ameri night. There will be an illustrated
Several from this vicinity attended the day.
OF THE
Emma Lou Peaslee, Vittrice Hayes Browne, Miss Mary Buttomer, Miss cans. the ships step down from their lecture.
Miss Fern Whitney of Rockport
the road hearing at Augusta Wednes
•
•
•
•
Patricia Willard, Arthur Brewer, Gertrud? Phillips. Mrs. Percy Dins water bridge.' Crossing the mileraid our faith could be expressed in ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN
day.
James and Philip Wentworth and more, Misses Louise and Addie Mc long Miraflores Lake they reach the
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
Hattie Esancy Davis and daughter church life by taking an active part
Robert Chisholm.
Rockland, Me.
Intosh, Mrs. Wilma Ainsworth, MLss Miraflores Locks and sea level. It versalist Church at 10.45 will have Charlene visited her aunt Hazel and doing whatever comes to hand to
help.
Margery Hawkes and Mbs Margaret is eight miles from here to deep as the topic of his sermon "Fishers of ! Adams Sunday.
AS
SHOWN
BY ITS BOOKS
When the news reels come to the
mj- and Mrs, Andrew Berry ar.d
Buttomer who coached the play. water in the Pacific. Gatun Dam men. The quartet will sing as anlocal theatres with pictures of tne
Haloid Kelley of Belfast npoke of
December 17, 1932
Candy was sold between acts, and raises the ‘water bridge' to the thems Jubilate Deo. Mietzke, and , , 3n Freeman were visitors at Clarence
attempted assassination of President
expressing our faith in the recreation
Softly and Tenderly, arr, York. Howes' Wednesday.
Mrs. Alexander Browne at the piano height of a seven-story building."
J.
ALBERT
JAMESON,
Pretident
EDWARD F. CLOVER, Vice Preiident
elect Roosevelt, it is possible that
Church school will meet at noon; also
Enie M
of Morrill has
al phass of social life—saying that
delighted her hearers with severa.
HARRY 0. GURDY, Secretary and Treaeurer
Charles H. Berry of this city will be
Christ's way of loving was fricndliKnickerbocker Class at the W H SF?ndUlj the we€k wiUl Ruth Iatld
selections. Mrs Lawrence Barboui
. ™
I DIRECTORS—Putnam P. Bicknell, A. Judaon Bird, Thomai H. Chisholm,
LONG COVE
seen in the crowd which had gath
Glover Co. office, and the Women's ;
M
was guast of „„ Less. Millard Hart of Rockland said , Robert U. Collins, Ernest C. Davia. Charles H. Duff, Edward F. Glover, Harry
had ciiarge o’f stage properties. Mr
ered to greet the next President. A
a C.irietian business man's ambition ■
-- - 0. Gurdy, J. Albert Jemeton,
E. Mont
Perry, .................
Walter H.- Spear,
Wfdncsday
St. George’s Church, Rev. E. O. Class at the home of Mrs. E. F. Glover ! mothcr
Barbour took tickets and Charles
post card received by Cedric French
should
not
bc
the
accumulation
of
and
Intermediate
YP.C.U.
at
5
p.
m.
,
Mrs
Enust
Davts
Mr
flnd
Kenyon,
pastor.
Church
school
at
2
ORGANIZED
MAY
18,
1888
Livingston, Jr. tended curtain. The
from Mr Berry says that the latter
M<wrvev and r and wealth, or the seeking of fame, but
proceeds will be used in purchasing p. m.; vespers and sermon at 3. Ev with Ruth Pike as leader. The week's > Mrs
was within 20 feet of the would-be
RESOURCES
activities include Chapin Class Tues- Mrs CHfton Marrjner wprp vMtcrs he should express his faith by yield
eryone is welcome.
hymnals.
assasiin—and fortunately at the rear.
ing every faculty to God, becomirg Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
day evening with Mrs. Edith Vining. Sunday
E „
S 867.130 00
BORN
circle supper and apron party Wedtransformed by Him; to consider how Loans on Shares
Edwin Libby Relief Corps ob
18,408 181
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
White
of
Bel
Attractions at thc Strand Theatre
COY—At Evanston. Ill., Feb. 23. to Mr.
Real Estate Foreclosure
6 913 79
nesday night at the vestry.
his actions affect those about him.
served Washington's Birthday at its
and
Mrs
Fleming
H.
Coy
I
Nellie
fast were last weekend guests of Mrs
next week are: Monday-Tuesday.
6,142 21
Snow), a daughter. Barbara Jean.
ease
Miss Emily MacDonald said; “FVUth I
Estate Owned
meeting of Thursday evening by pre
White's parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. L. is being confident of what we hoped Fnrnitnrc and Fixtures
913 6j
“Hot Pepper." a combination of
"A Bag With Hcles' is thc subject
senting a most interesting program
DIED
22,819 79
Cash
Weymouth.
“What Price Glory” and "Cock
for—convinced of what wc do not Due from Borrowers
commencing with the song “Wash WYLLIE—At Warren. Feb. 23, Fannie H.. of the sermon at thc First Bapnst
251 65
wife of Sidney Wyllie. aged 54 years.
Bert Weymouth and family were see.”
Eyed
World,"
with
Edmund
ington's Birthday” set to the tune
5 months. 26 days. Funeral services at Church Sunday morning The choir
Lowe and Victor McLaglen; Wed
at
Ray
Bartlett's,
West
Appleton
the Congregational Church Monday at will sing “Sometimes I Catch Swiet
$ 922,579 09
By this faith in Christ we are born
of “Onward Christian Soldiers,
2 o'clock.
Interment In Fairview
nesday-Thursday, "Son Daughter,”
cemetery.
Glimpses of His Face," Gounod. Tne Tuesday evening.
again, and being so bom wc have the
given by a chorus. Other features
LIABILITIES
with Helen Hayes (who was awarded
HEAL—At Camden. Feb. 24, Suaan M
eternal righteousness of Christ, the
were readings by Mrs Julia Huntley
widow of Isaac D. Heal, aged 89 years. trio will sing "Blessed Calvary,
medal for doing the best acting ln
Aerumulated
Capital
775.090 7$
2
months.
4
days.
Funeral
Monday
at
joy and peace in our hearts, the as
Latham. The church school, with
and Mrs. Eliza Plummer; "Making of
2 o'clock from late residence. Burial
1932) the co-star is Ramon Novarro
Advance Payments
35,971 Id
surance
of
the
word
oi
God.
classes
for
all
ages,
will
meet-at
the
at
Hope
Corner.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
the Flag" and "The Ride of Jennie
Matured Shares
60.765 II1
Friday and Saturday “Lucky Devils,'
UI-MER
—
At
Thomaaton.
Feb.
24.
James
The resolutions:
noon hour. The Endeavorcrs will hold
McNeill,” poems read by Mrs. Millie
Guaranty Fund
20.263 N
E Ulmer, aged 88 years. 3 months. 21
with Robert Armstrong.
If you are a subscriber tn
“Whereas some of our church peo Profits
days
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock their meeting at 6 o'clock. People's
27.331 M
Thomas. Mts. Velma Marsh also
The Courier-Gazette and are
from the Baptist Church.
Bills
Payable
3,000 (M)
ple are absenting themselves from
leaving home for any time, long
“Mend your clothes upon your back read a humorous poem dealing with INGRAHAM—At Rockland. Feb. 24, Wil evening service will open at 7.15 with
Forfeited Shares
156 70
liam
Edward
Ingraham,
aged
76
years.
divine
worship
because
they
ar?
unable
the
big
sing,
assisted
by
organ
ana
or snort, let us mail the paper to
Washington and the cherry tree
And poverty you'll never lack.”
9 months. 6 days. Funeral 8unday at
you during your absence. The
piano.
The
choir
will
sing
'The
lo
contribute
to
the
financial
support
2
o'clock
from
Bowes
A
Crozier
Funeral
Circle
supper
was
in
charge
of
Mrs
922479
Bring your old suit or overcoat fo
Home.
regular copy of the paper will
of our churches, therefore, be it re
Shepherd's Good Care,’’ Nevin, and
me and Ill make them look like new Bertha Higgins, Mrs. Effie Walsh
go to the home as usual. Just
..................
1.167
"Angels of Jesus,” Wlldcrmere, Mr.
solved that wc urge our people to Number of Shareholders
IN MEMORIAM
telephone the address to the
Expert repairing and remodeling of and Mrs. Adelma Mqllen, while Mrs
.............
594
In loving memory ol my dear wife. MacDonald's subject will be "The
I attend and support all services of the Numlier of Borrowers
office,
or
mail
a
card.
The
paper
Nellie
Higgins
had
charge
of
the
pro
Mina
Conary
Daley,
wbo
passed
away
Ladies' and Gent's garments. Get
10.830
Number of Shares Outstanding
Feb.
25.
1930.
will
follow
wherever
you
go,
and
church
by
their
presence
and
effort."
Great
Physician."
There
will
be
a
................
5.243
Number of Shares Pledged
measured for a new spring suit or top gram. The housekeepers next week In my home she ls fondly remembered
will stop on notice when you ar
baptismal service. Tlie happy prayer
"Resolved, That we express our Number of Loan.i
725
Sweet memories cling to her name;
coat, prices as low as $15.00. New will be Miss Sarah Sansom, Mrs. Those
rive home. There will be no ! faith in the present missionary prowho loved her in life sincerely.
and praise meeting will be held Tues
Still love her In death Just the same.
charge.
York Tailor, 502 Main St., Rockland, Beulah Larrabee and Mrs. Mildred
SANGER N. ANNIS,
| gram of our denomination, and that
Sadly missed by her husband, William day evening at 7.15. The "March To
Condon.
—adv.
Bank Commissioner
Daley.

f
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which gave Fiske confidence—al
VINALHAVEN
\vs fun/o te foo\^
though be told hniself that the man
The men who attended the hearing
was a caricature.
“The B. P. ax. wired me,” he said
el the lobster bill in Augusta Thurs
more
alowly, "that you are their best op
day were Capt. Edward Greenleaf,
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
erative.”
Cup! Lawrence Ames. Leroy Amrs,
"Hooey I” grinned Hanvey. "I've
Eugene Loud. Lloyd Dyer and Frank
Just been lucky—that’s all. You spe,
Raymond.
STALKY A CO.
It’s this way: Most all the crooks
Mrs. Frank Mullen will be hostess
are my friends, and they don't lie
F MASTER GIG AD IBS, the wellto me—so that makes things pretty
Saturday to the Washington Club.
easy.”
known Beetle of "Stalky 4 Co.,“
B L. Cole of Lincoln has joined his
The banker gasped. “Crooks are
wife and daughter at the home of Mr. seems discouragingly clever and un
reasonably lucky ln getting out of
your friends? 1 never heard of
rnd Mrs. W F. Coombs where they
scrapes to modern little boys read
such a thing."
have spent several weeks.
JAe
ing thia children's classic, they have
“I guess not. But can't you see
Th? Rainbow Club met Friday eve only to realise that the Beetle grew
bow much easier it makes things?"
ning with Mrs. Mary A. Tobnan. A up to be none other than Rudyard
“You say they don’t lie to you?"
Kipling to understand why. His two
“Well, the high class crooks don't.
picnic supper was served.
Only the hums.”
"What About Betty?" the much an- classmates in No. 5 Study, however.
The famous old trick of
ftj. Octavus Roq CoKerv.
“Good Lord!" Fiske leaned hack
tipicated three-act comedy drama G. C. Bereaford, the McTurk of the
sewing through the body
story, and MaJ. Gen. Lionel C. DunVV M u
In his chair and regarded Hnnvev
will b? pel-formed the evening of St.
sterville. Stalky himself, both have
has a simple explanation—
with wide-eyed wonder. "Yon are
Patrick's Day. March 17. at Memorial testified that Kipling's picture ot his
tenance so utterly devoid of Intel- ; quite the most remarkable man I've
SYNOPSIS
hall. Thursday the cast formed a •chool days Is a bit overdrawn.
ligence. It was—yes, by George!— ) ever met."
table group at Union Church circle
Born in India, Kipling waa sent
“And the fattest?"
CHAPTER I.—Antonette Peyton,
It
was
the
pyes!
Round
little
eyes
'
senior at the southern university of
to be educated In the United Serv
For
the
first
time
Fiske
smiled.
supper.
which
were
ns
vacant
and
color]
Marland, resents Paterson Thayer's
“And the fattest."
attentions to Ivy Welch, seventeenMr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson ices college at Westward Hoi In
less as the orbs of a fish.
year-old coed, and there Is a stormy
Hanve.v's eyes twinkled for a mo
have returned home from a week's England. Here at the age of
scene, ending with bitter recrimina
The mass of flesh stood In the ! ment. He fumbled In the hrenst
twelve the future author of “The
tions. the tension being Increased by
visit in Massachusetts.
doorway. Fiske knew he was I pocket of his cost and produced two
Max Vernon, another student, long
Light That railed" and the “Bar
Thayer's friend, reproaching Ivy for
breathing; he could tell that hy the
The Washington celebration dance rack Room Ballads" showed little
thin and vicious-looking projectiles.
•'breaking a date’' with him. Thayer
fact that a rather remarkable con- 1 He extended these toward his com
Feb. 22 under the auspices of the of the talent ln concocting real-boy
and Vernon threaten each other.
traption which appeared In the
American Legion Post was largely at escapades with which ha later cred
panion.
CUAPTW IL—Arm Welch. Ivy's
neighborhood of .lint Hanve.v's pro
brother, arotessoa at the univer
The needle is flexible—you
"Have a cigar?"
tended. Prizes were awarded thus: its himself. Instead, he spent much
digious tummy kept moving rhyth
sity. is appealed to by Tony Peyton
Fiske thanked him and accepted
Miss Annice Gross, decorated George of bis time reading at a prodigious
can
bend
it
to
shape,
but
it
to end his sister's friendship with
mically. Randolph Fiske kept his
Thayer. Welch and Tony Peyton
one. Hanvey bit the end from the
Washington cake; Miss Annice Gross rate. Though the King of “Stalky
eyes fascinatedly on that particular
springs
back
to
a
straight
are in love with each other. Welch
4 Co.," a Mr. Crofts In real life,
other, held a match to It and In
does not see what he can do in the
ar.d Meiedrth Trefrey. in the cherry predicted for this queer little boy
apparatus. It hung from a haw haled with vast relish. He blew a
line when released . ..
matter. Tony then tells him she is
serlike watch chain and was sim cloud of smoke across the room and
prize waltz, boxes of chocolate cov an Ignominious death "In an attic,
married to Thayer, but is his wife
only ln name.
ilar to nothing which the banker
ered cherries'. Mrs. Flora Nason and a scurrilous pamphleteer,” others
Fiske turned startled eyes In his di
had ever before set eyes upon. It
CHAPTER III.—Larry determines
Charles C. Webster, tickets for ad recognised his genius. Among these
rection.
to see Thayer and end his associa was long and slim and seemed to
were the head master and the padre
tion with Ivy. Tony persuades him
"They are kind of strong," said
mission to the next Legion dance.
be made of gold.
to wait until she has appealed to
who gave him the run of their li
the detective genially. “Some folks
Mrs.
Edgar
Hinds
(Carrie
Bradher husband. She does so. visiting
Then, without warning, the si
braries ; McTurk, who describee him
him in his room st a fraternity
like ’em.”
rtreeti of Biccktcn. Mass., who ha-,
lence was punctured by a sleepy,
house. Max Vernon, living in the same
as a “alztling, fizzling literary Im
Fiske struggled heroically against
house, arrives and goes to his room.
been guest of her bi other E. H. Brad- pulse with a small boy tacked on
drawly voice.*
Tony ends her visit to Thayer and
the
asphyxiating
effect
of
the
vio

"It's a toothpick, Mr. Fiske.”
street returns home Hits week.
departs. Vernon leaves the house al
behind”; end Stalky, who finds
lent fumes. Then they got the bet
most immediately afterwards, vis
“Huh?” The hanker Jerked hinf
Mrs William Benner will entertain promise ln the youthful Kipling's
ter of him.
ibly ln a state of excitement. He
self together. “Wh-wbat’s a tooth
has a bundle, carelessly tied, ap
th'- member of the W.i hington Club contributions to the College Chron
“May I open another window?" he
parently clothing to be renovated,
pick?”
and it doesn't go through the
icle, of which he was also editor.
Inquired weakly.
tinder his arm.
Saturday evening at her home
"This,” Hanvey touched the trin
(•. IMS. Weattrn Nswipapar WaUw)
"Sure.
That'll
be
fine."
Hanvey
victim's
body
...
it
passes
Capt.
Luther
Burns
and
family
CHAPTER IV.—Welch's appeal to
ket affectionately and detached It
eyed the second cigar which lay tinIvy to end her affair with Thayer is
around it ... front to back
who have been guests of his parents
from his chain. “Steeliest piece of
fruitless. He determines to see
presented a patriotic program Feb. 22
lighted on the desk. “Ain't you go
Thayer. Despite Ivy's protestations,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bums, ret timed
... through this clever little
Joolry
I've
got.
A
crook
friend
gave
ing
to
smoke
yours?"
he does so. and after he leaves. Carwhich was much enjoyed by parents
It to me. It’s solid gold—eighteen
Friday to Atlantic. Mass.
mlcino. frat house Janitor, finds
“I'll try one of my own. If you
tube.
and visitors:
Thayer dead, stabbed ln the throat
karat Great Invention; feller don't
Mrs.
Lawrence
Ames
entertained
at
:
don’t mind."
Reagan. Marland's police chief, takes
Words of Welcome, Anita Malmalways have to he running around
charge of the case.
two tables of bridge Tuesday evening, j
As the hanker moved toward the
strom; Hail. February, Marion John
hunting toothpicks when he's got
A report of the splendid Red Cross'
window, Jim sighed relievedly. He
one of these. Look !” He touched a
son: Our Stars and Stripes. Richard
TREMONT
rescued the unused cigar and tucked
work accomplished this winter will i
CHAPTER V
spring and a wicked little blade
Geary; Washington and His Hatchet
It
back
In
his
breast
jiocket
with
There were seven tables at the card -c<x>n »e published. Wednesday and Charles Newbold; Norwegian Moun
leaped out at Randolph Fiske.
real
affection.
Jim's
cigars
were
a
un town of Marland spread
That gentleman gave a perceptible
party last week at the home of Mr Thursday a donation of 100 loaves ot tain March; The Lincoln Penny
source of perpetual worry: he was
fanlike from the foot of the hill Jump.
always afraid that some day some end Mrs. E. B Reed for the benefit bread for Red Cross distribution was Charles Wadsworth; The First Flag
on which stand the buildings of ihe
“It—lt'a very—very remarkable,”
, of the Red Cress.
received from the A &P Go., and 50 Carolyn Alley; February, Ernest
one would smoke one of them.
university. Oak afreet, some thrpe
he
murmured.
Shirley Kelley of Oakland spent the loavcs were distributed to needy ’ Clayter; How Cyrus Laid the Cable,
Fiske seated himself again. “You'd
miles from the Tnlverslty, la the
Hanvey reattached the toothpick
like to hear about the robbery?” lie weekend here with his parents, Mr families of paving cutters.
chief shopping center of Marland.
Everett Tolman; boys' drill; Tht Cot
John Phillips will leave soon to
Archer street carries the Irattic to the chain. The banker was star asked.
end Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
ton Flag. Anita Mainistrom; Hats
ing
and
wondering
.
.
.
and
then
“
Yeah
—
If
you
want."
load. It runs east and west. At
Leslie Rich and Philip Pcvear wtre enter the Marine Hospital at Portland Off, Albert Philbrook; Story of Wash
the
opaque
eyes
of
Jim
Hanvey
the four corners which mark the
tor treatment.
' in Bangor last week
ington. Jean Strachan; A Mortifying
• To Be Continued!
Intersection of Oak and Archer were raised slowly until they met
A delightful holiday party was that
Clifford
Dolliver
recently
met
with
Mistake, Astrid Rosen; duet. In Lin
there are two gas filling stations the gaze of the banker. Hanvey
a narrow escape from drowning of Lhe Washington Club held Feb. 22 coin's Honor, Ruth Wadsworth and
and two drug stores. The latter, spoke.
NORTH WALDOBORO While out hauling lobster traps he at
“I am kind of funny-looking
home of Mr and Mrs Lafay- Muriel Baum; Her Little Boy, Rich
however, open on Oak street, and
eitc Smith Games, cards and a chick
next to one of them, one door from ain’t I, Mr. Fiske?"
Mr.
and
Mrs
W
R
Walter
were
in
I
fel1
overboard
and
when
he
came
up
ard Libby; A Song lor Flag Day
Mr; Randolph Fiske was com
the corner, facing Archer street
Warren lart week to attend the 1 t0
t0P 01 'be water, he fortunate- en dinner featured the entertainment. Kenneth Snowdeal; A Doubtful Com
pletely
stripped
of
the
poise
upon
and nest of Oak. Is the snug little
I funeral of Alpheus Teague.
'» cached the edge of the boat as ™cre
appropriate decorations. pliment. Mont Roberts: A Well
gray atone home of the Marland which he prided himself. He did
'
it
was
sailing
along.
Mr.
Dolliver
l
not
answer,
but
picked
up
the
Known Man. Doris Geary; Making a
Rtv. Mrs. Green. Ednah Howaia
National bank.
was alone and he couldn't swim
Washington » Birthday Observance Flag; An American's Creed, Everett
The Marland National bears au
slightly soiled card which lay on and Ar thur Carroll were in New Har- J The Bass Harbor Bridge Club lhet
Grades three and four of the White i Tolman; A Modem Knight, Robert
enviable reputation. It is small but
his desk.
bor last Saturday
with
Mrs.
Clifton
Rich
thia
w»ek
School.
Ruth M. Billings, teacher. I Growell; The First Flag, Ellen
staunch, and on its roster of di
“You are James H. Hanvey?"
Geneva Eugley and Florence Mank
rectors one will find names which
Mrs. Barron Watson held highest, ========= Burgess.
“Ch-huh. In person. Largely, I
»ere recently at D. O Stahl's.
carry great weight even in the city
might say."
score.
Piano solo , Marion Littlefield:
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
of a quarter million which exists
Be.t Bogues visited hia sister Eunice
“You're the man the B. P, A.
Mrs. L. J. Norwood entertained the ■
When Pa Was a Boy, David Hall; My
twenty miles away. It is spoken of
sent down here to Investigate the Sidelingcr in Newcastle last week
ladies’ Aid this week at an all-day
Wish, Norman Johnson; Flag ol
II
boastfully by natives of Marland,
robbery T’
School in District II under the in- | jeesion with picnic dinner There I
Freedom. Muriel Baum; Lincoln's De
and Randolph Fiske, its president,
"Yes.”
is a real power In the community.
cision. Maxwell Mills; Tarantella;
Mr. Fiske was getting himself struction of Rachel Orff is closed for Wcrc jr members present and one
This morning—the morning of
guest Mrs. N. B Trask of Atlantic i
under control. He sought refuge ln c. few weeks vacation.
Chronicles of the Flag. Marion Lit
May third—Randolph Fiske sat at
George Flanders has been at work who is visiting her daughter Mrs.
frankness.
tlefield; Second Table. Stephen Ham
his desk In the office which was
“I imagine my actions have been for L. H. Oliver the past week.
Charles Harding
a
ilton; girls' drill; My Country. Lester
marked •'President—Private.” He
exceedingly discourteous. Mr. Han
Mrs. Williamson who has been at
Mills; How Betsy Made the Flag.
was a tall, well-proportioned man.
vey. I apologize and only wish to
Leander
Gross'
the
past
few
weeks
is
ROCKVILLE
Betty
Brown: Too Fine. By Far. Al
(fty-eight years of age, whose hair
explain that you somewhat startled
bert Ames; Hie Days of Long Ago.
matched the gray of his bank
me. You see, you are not—not ex now in Bellast where she has employ
Preaching service at the Baptist
building. He had a fine, broad fore actly the sort of detective about ment.
Ruth Morton; Some Important
Church will be conducted by Rev
head and Iron-gray brows from be which I’ve read."
Dates; Story of Lincoln. Muriel
George f Currier at 2 o'clock tomorneath which a pair of keen eyes
“I wish I was," breathed Han
j Baunr; Then and Now. Leslie Smith;
CLARRY HILL
peered In a manner which gave an
I row; Smtday .school at 3 oclock.
vey ecstatically. "Gosh! I love mys
! Flag of Our Hearts. Frances Martin.
Impression of unimpeachable effl.
Mrs E. H Perry. Miss Mabel Oxtery stories. Them fellers sure are
Who said our last moon was a dry
The Nation's Trust, Bertie Cederbcrg;
ciency.
moon?
ton. Miss Lottie Ewell. Mrs. Magretta '
Heroes
of the Revolution, James
He was gazing attentively at a
Roland Miller was recently guest of Oxton and Mrs. Annie Rokes attend{ Hamilton; dance, Ruth Wadsworth;
tiny bit of pasteboard. There was
friends in North Waldoboro.
€d the quarterly meeting held at the
A Tribute to the Flag, Marion Webh:
printing on its surface—printing,
not embossing. It said simply:
A Man of the People, Malcolm Whit
H. L. Tibbetts of Union called or Eaptit Church in Thomaston Wed- I
2P
nesday .
James H. Hanvey
tington; Our Flag. Neil Dickey; Jam:
friends in this place Iasi week.
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Hill were call- j
Bankers* Protective Ass'n.
Jones. Fernald Young; History of
Miss Sadie Kelley visited Eva Rob ers on Miss Olive Tolman Wednes- ;
Mr. Fiske's eye roved to a yellow
Washington; A Child's Thoughts oi
bins last Tuesday.
day.
telegram which had arrived two
the Flag. Jean Strachan; Hie Day of
Frank Jameson was recently in
days previously from New York.
School has been closed during the |
Lincoln's Birth, Marion Littlefield
It was from headquarters of tiie
Union.
week for vacation. As a fitting end- j
and Muriel Baum;
Bankers’ Protective association and
Dorothy and Ruth Clairy are ing to the term lhe pupils of the vJJ. j
A Song of Our Flag, Mary Johnson;
was very explicit
spending a few days with relatives in lage school had a party Friday alter- :
Washington and Lincoln; flag drill;
"Our best operative arrives Mar
North Waldoboro
noon. Exchanging of valentines foi- i
flag salute; America; Closing Time.
land morning May Third.”
Mr. Fiske heaved a sign of relief
Walter Feyler has a year's firewood lowed by serving of ice cream and j
Ruth Wadsworth
fancy cookies formed a part oi the i
as he prepared to shift a very great
started out and his ice harvested.
burden to the shoulders of another
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro was in program.
man—one professionally equipped
Charles Tolman is spending a few
this place recently.
OH. HOW BIG!
to bear such burdens. He looked
days of his vacation in Rockport with
The
correspondent
saw
a
crow
on
■ Best treated
up at Miss Seward.
"Gee
Wizz!” cries Fred. “Did
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Mann.
Feb 11.
without
“dosing"
“Show Mr. Hanvey In, please."
Mrs. W P. Richard, on. Mrs. Roy you ever see such big ones!
W. J Smith. John Williams ana
Miss Seward put out a bony baud
They make me shiver to see
Walter Feyler were in Warren lart McDermott and Mrs. Albert Bennett them!” If you want to see what
which trembled in protest.
and son of Camden were recent Fred is looking at and talking
"Surely, Mr. Fiske—not that
Saturday on business.
^STAINLESS now, if you prefer J
man! The—the terrible person who
guests of Mrs. W. F. Robbins.
about, take your pencil and join
gave me that card.”
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bronkie and son all the numbered dots together,
Fiske frowned.
"I Am Kind of Funny.Looking, Ain't
Roger have returned from their trip starting:- with dot number one [biT/cr
"I don’t understand, Miss Seward.
I, Mr. Fiske?’
ending with dot number thirtjeto Massachusetts and Connecticut.
reen
This man Is a great detective.”
five.
slick. I never could figure out how
"There's a mistake, Mr. Fiske.
APPLETON RIDGE
This person couldn't detect any they do their tricks."
Another shock for the banker.
thing. I'm very sure of that. Just
i
He blinked.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moran?
wait until you see him.”
I
"And you don't work like tiie de
Augusta were guests Sunday at
She vanished in triumph and
Randolph Fiske stared after her. tectives In books?"
j Perley Perry's.
“Golly, no.
I ain't slick, Mr.
"What In the world. . , ?’’ Then
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody were
he smiled. At least she bad pre Fiske. I don't hardly know any
guests
Wednesday and Thursday of
dicks who are. Lenitne tell you
pared him for a somewhat uncouth
Augusta relatives.
person. Probably a squat gentle something.” Hanvey leaned confi
Among those in Augusta Wednes- |
man with a brown derby, square- dentially across the desk and Ids'
day to attend a hearing at the State |
toed shoes, a checkered vest and a sleepy eyes held the attention of
dime’s worth of chewing tobacco. the hanker. "M.v kind of work ain't
House concerning the Georges Val
BOSTON. MASS.
BEACON STREET
Queer how these detective chaps al so hard. And why? Suppose I go
ley Pike, were A. H Moody. W. M
ways dressed so that there was uo on a case. I start off wrong. All
Newbert. P. D. Perry. J. F. Moody.
mistaking their profession, Ran- | right, nobody’s the wiser, and when
A. O. Pitman, Abner Grant. L. E. ■
1
find
out
I'm
on
Hie
wrong
track
—
dolpb Fiske saw the door swing ’
U EXTRA KRSON Watson and several from other
open. Then It closed and Mr. Fiske t 1 start again. Same tiling always.'
Treated on Beacon
A detective can make all the mis t
parts of the town.
Next to the
was rendered Inarticulate.
Stats Houtt.
Mrs. Hazlc B. Perry was guest
Jim Hanvey was everything in I takes in the world, Mr. Fiske—but
RADIO
IN
EVERY
ROOM
Wednesday afternoon of her sister,
the world which one is quite sure If he happens to do one tiling right
a detective should not be. His two —Iip lands the man lie's after; see?"
Mrs. Lillian Morang, in Augusta
"Yes—I see."
hundred and sixty pounds of avoir
8x«cutlv« Office
“But the crook, gosh! the poor
dupols was distributed with heavily I
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, hnanual,
HOTEL MANGER
SIMONTON
feller hasn't got a chance. If he
Inartistic effect; It wabbled when
and shopping center*.
no»th station, boston
slips
Jttst
one
time,
he's
caught.
He
he moved . . . and be seemed to
An all-day meeting of the Worn- i
Pl«olt lend------ ••rope,Nee Ca-dt
has to do everything rlgbL The de
move with vast reluctance.
for o»a byfritndt ond mytalf. No
ails' Farm Bureau will be held Tues- '
New Lower Rates
tective only has to do one thing
But lt was the head which rose
obhqo'ion.
right And there you arc."
day at the home of Mrs Mary Priest
above triple chins that filled Ran
Fiske had been studying his vis
the subject "Square Meals Fo;
Rooms without bath, LOO up; with bath, ®3.00 up
dolph Fiske with awe. The face Itor. lie was amazed now to find
Health." The meeting will be in I
was huge and round and utterly
• omplrte Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
expressionless. Bandoph Fiske was hintself warming to the ungainly
charge of Mrs. Sadie Bowden and
person. There was an almost
quite sure that never before In his
Mrs. Mary Priest.
ghildjsh simplicity about Sanvejr
MMM
life had hs £B£3 a hufflaa C2J!3-
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COURIERGAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Who was Who?

7TT

T

13

19

18

17

2o

19

23

ib

53"

31

5*1

3d

mF

M9

39

51

53

5M
58

b^

59

HORIZONTAL
1-lgnite
5-lmpres*e» with
reverential fear
•-Billiard term
10-Fatigued
12-0 bee u re
13- Local positions
15- Help
16- Weakcn
18-Lalr
1*-Snare
21-Chief actor
23-Oppoeed to senith
25- Larg«t continent
26- Danger
2*-End
29- A eong bird <pl.)
30- Secretery of State
(abbr.)
St-Scotch river
33- Corrode
34- Ptural suffix
35- Rubbere
3S-Becauee
38-Lyrlc poem
3*-Contumed
41-Muslcal note
43-A fruit (pi.)
45-Glrl'a name
47-Chooso
4>-Pre serve
SO-A brittle (Surg.)
52-Nothing but

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
53- Greek letter
54- Deface
55- Reeldence (abb.)
57- Butt
58- Fog-horn
60-In a position for
motion (Naut)
62-Tardler
64- An old woman
65- Session
66- Rlver in Tyrol and
Bavaria

VBRTICAL
1- Hobby
2- A flower
3- Relatlng to Rome
VPr.nttr'l menurt

5- Near
6- More Intellectual
7- lreland (Poet.)
S-Serles
•-Evergreen tree
11- Compact
12- Seizes with the
teeth
14- River in
N. W. France
15- A serpent (pi.)
17- Strlke gently
18- Sag

VERTICAL reont)
20-Drinking cup
(Scot.)
22-Clear of
24- Dieagre:ment
25- Sklll
27-Clty in North
Central England
2»-Chaff
32- Before
33- Epoch
36- The altar end of a
church
37- Reets
38-Motal in raw state
40- A tret
41-A fight
42- An entry in on
account
44- Benefit
46-Comblaing form. Air
45- Likewiso not
48-W«frd
50- Moro lucid
51-Approaehte
54- Apportion
55- A portico (Or.
Arch.)
59-A rodent
61-Royal Naval
Reserve (abbr.)
63- A paper measure
(abbr.)
64- 101 (Roman)

isolation to PrcTioaa Panic)

STRAND THEATRE

aIm p LkJ
R A R
1 Ir 1 s__

Flagg and Quirt, the militant ma
rines, have exchanged their uniforms
for silk hats and full dress clothes
and appear in "Hot Pepper." dresHPfl
in the height of fashion and living
like kings in their roles as night chib
owners. The production comes Mon- !
day and Tuesday.
,
Preserving the spirit of the charac- j
ters of Flagg and Quirt, originated by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell An
derson, they continue to battle over
women and particularly over “Pep
per" an impetuous and fiery little
stowaway from South America found
on one of Flagg's rum ships. Ed
mund Lowe again appears as Quirt
and Victor McLaglen as Flagg. The
role of "Pepper" is enacted by the
vibrant and dynamic Lupe Velez. El
Erendel. the Swedish dialect come-'
dian. plays a featured role.—adv.
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IN FIGHTING AGAINST

FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co

1-tf

WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M Andelman's. 284
Tremont St.

TH£ H£ARr
TO STAY AT Tft« L/NCOLW

IS A HAFPY REMEMBRANCE

Chest Colds

VL9JSS

May We Suggest—

8

7

IO

I

MAY DAY
MYSTERY

b

W

vWV wBwavwe •

ROOM wHh BATH, RADIO A MRVIDOR
from BJ Sififlo ontfM Douhlo
JONH t. wait.

I. . ."A leNoaw

INCOLN
44th TO 45th STREET-Ith AVENUE, NEW YORK

HOTEL BELLEVUE

FLORIDA

MIAMI'S

Bttort Hotil
Coavcment to aH pomta M intereet—Modern in every wy.
Ao enjoyable view from oar apociaaa ground-floor porchea, which
Mirrauad the hotel Many rooma with private balconiea.

HOTEL
Booklet
on
Application

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

June to
October

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford

Every-Other-Day

l
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NORTH HAVEN

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Flora Bradstreet Mararn

Mr and Mrs. Roy O. Blake spent
the uvekend with Mr and Mrs Ed
ward O. Blake at Verona.
Rev. and Mrs. Oeorge F. Currier
and children, Thedessa Weed,
Charles Weed, Miss Helen Dunbar,
Mrs. Christie Whitney and daughters
Feme and Cora Whitney attended the
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln As
sociation at Thomaston Wednesday.
They report an interesting session
with an attendance of 250. On the
evening program, ln charge of the
young people. Miss Feme Whitney
was one of the speakers, her subject,
"Expressing faith in our church life."
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club
was entertained at the home of Mrs.
Addie Wentworth. There were four
tables. Mrs. Olive Whittier will be
hostess at next week's meeting.
Miss Lulu Payson, a teacher in the
public schools at Waltham. Mass., is
spending the vacation with her
mother Mrs. Henry Payson.
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
day evening at the Baptist vestry.
The public supper served by the
Johnson Society Wednesday evening
at the Methodist Church was well at
tended and a neat sum realized. The
tables were made attractive with
small flags grouped in the center and
j tiny red hatchets with cherry motifs
as favors. Mrs. Emma Torrey was in
charge of the decorations.
J. Carleton Davis. Frank McDon
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Page Five

Nervous, Dragged-out

The regular meeting of the Ainerl- |
Ringliamlon, N.Y.
can Legion Auxiliary will be held
At Vinalhaven. Sept. 15, 1867. a
-“1 usetl Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription
Feb. 27. It ts hoped there will be a
daughter, who was named Flora, was
at one time when I
full attendance. The response to the
born to Hiram and Lovisa Brad'was in a dragged+++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-!"H-++
offer
of
a
prize
by
the
Fidac
Com

street, a daughter who lived a life of
out, nervous condi
tion," said Mrs. W.
Wills allowed: Addison W. McCor- H. Fores of Rockport, gdn.; Albert mittee for essays on the subject.
great usefulness and benevolence
E. Alexander of 25
L. Payson, late of Thomaston, de “What can be expected from the
toward others. She received her
rlson,
late
of
Appleton,
deceased,
Frederick St. “My
Feb. 13 marked the 55th anniver
ceased,
first
and
final
account
filed
youth
of
today
for
universal
peace,
education
in
the
schools
of
that
town
nerves were all un
Lizzie B. McCorrlson of Appleton,
FIRESIDE GARDENING
sary of the death of Richard Wagner
by Ethel A. Payson of Rockland, was very gratifying. Essays were re- strung, I felt worn-out and weary,
and when about 22 years of age was
in Venice. Ouy de Pourtales ln his
exx.,
e en
or Bryant, late admx . Cynthia H. Wasgatt of Reek- ; ceived from high schools In liberty, and would get such awful splitting
Those who have never tried it some- married to Fred Marden of Ports “Life of Wagner" recently published
of Thomaston, deceased, Harriet j |and mjnor, first account filed by ' Waldoboro. Washington and Union, headaches. My housework became a
times have difficulty getting a garden mouth, N H. Later thby came to by Harper & Brothers describes the
burden to me. But Dr. Pierce’s Fa
Wilson Burgess of Thomaston, exx.; i Charles R. Wasgatt of Kittery, gdn., : the winning one being presented from vorite Prescription built me right up
plan drawn to scale, the only satis North Haven where they since re great man's death thus:
Laura H. Shields, late of Vinalhaven. Margaret Minthan, late of Rockland. Wa’.dcboro. All the essays showed a and I felt as well as ever after its
factory and accurate manner of get sided and where Mrs. Marden died
"Cn Tuesday the 13th, Cosima sat
deceased, first and final account filed commendable keenness of thought, use.” Sold by all druggists.
ting a workable plan on paper. The Peb. 13. very suddenly, but having down to breakfast with her husband
deceased, Charles A. Shields
by Oeorge E. McLaughlin of Rock- j and were remarkably well written,
N. Y., «ia«
lived
an
active
life
to
the
last.
One
simplest method Is to use paper
as usual, but Wagner was conscious
Vinalhaven, exr.; Mary J. Pendle
land, admr.; Antilla Cassens late of The auxiliary feels very appreciative
son Earle was born to them, who of a sort of vague oppression. In the
ruled in squares.
ton. late of Boston, Mass., deceased,
Camden, deceased, first and final ac- cf the co-operation given to the Fidac
To save the labor of doing the Job also lives on North Haven.
afternoon he had an attack and died
Walter E. Pendleton, of Boston
count filed by T. Jenness French of Committee, especially by the high cn; Abe, Jewish poultry buyer. George
Mrs. Marden conducted the tele before physician could be summoned.
yourself with ruler and pencil It is an
Mass., admr. c.t.a.; Albert L. Ouptill,
Camden, admr. d.bn.; Amanda E j schools in Washington and Waldo- Cameron; Uncle Jack, a successful,
easy matter to buy paper already so phone office at her home here for 24 Three days later, at the same hour,
late of Owl’s Head, deceased, Lau
Simmons, late of Friendship, de- boro, in which every pupil took part up-to-date farmer, Ralph Starrett;
ruled. All stationers have paper ruled years and after she resigned from the massive coffin, adorned with the
retta H. Ouptill of Owl's Head, exx.;
ceased, first and final account filed i jn t^e contest. The essay from Lib Aunt Kate, his wife, Mrs. Bess Ste
in squares, sometimes known as "co that position she assisted her hus heads of lions, passed out of the
Ambrose Mills, late of Rockland, de
by Charles C. Wincapaw of Rock- j erty was esteemed so deserving that phenson; Uncle Samuel, a retire^
band
in
their
store.
She
was
a
mem

ordinate papers,” 'this being ruled oil
Palazzo Vandramini. It was laid in
ceased. Ada B. Mills of Rockland,
land, admr. c.t.a.; Anna A. Cousins the committee felt justified in be- farmer of about 60 years, M. C. Ste
in larger blocks on a groundwork ot ber of North Haven Orange for a the gondola whose funeral hymn
exx.; Vestlna Ulmer, late of Thom
of Rockland, third and final account stowing a second prize.
phen* on; Aunt Sally, his wife, Mrs.
number of years, and a beloved mem Liszt had already composed. Cosima,
small units.
aston, deceased, Grace E. Fisk of
filed* by T. Marshall Saunders of
BFrtha Howe.
Each square may represent a unit ber of Gloria Temple, Pythian Sis erect and heavily veiled, followed the
The
regular
meeting
of
StorcrRockport, exx.; Clara E. Young late
Rockland gdn.; Evcrin G. Davis, late Collins Post, A. L„ will be held Feb.
For "Beauty Secrets, ’ the cast was:
of measure in the garden plan, one ters.
body. She had cut oil her hair so
of Rockland, deceased. Edward K.
of Friendship deceased, second and 28th.
Madame, proprietor of beauty par
foot square, two or five as desired.
Funeral services were held Thurs lhe beloved one should bear with him
Gould of Rockland, exr.; L. Morti
final account filed by Merle D. Files
lor, Mrs. Lilia Alden; Dixie and Lucy,
The first move is to get the outside day afternoon al the Village that token of his faithful Senta
Dr. Stephenson was a guest last
mer Butler, late of Warren, deceased.
of Oorham. admx.
operators Mrs. Edith Cameron. Mrs.
dimensions of the garden, the lengtn Church, and the lovely floral pieces Then began the triumphal progress
week at the Blalnn Mansion at the
Fred M Butler of Warren, and Liz
and width. Then rule off these dimen were only a partial but silent tribute of the dead across Italy and Oermany.
Petitions for probate of will filed luncheon given to the National Com Frances Lucas; customer, Mrs. Caro
zie M. Whitmore of Warren, exrs.
line Williams; lady, Mrs. Inez Cam
sions on the paper to any selected of the love and esteem in which Mrs. Deputations and bearers awaited the
Petitions for administration grant- I for not‘ce: Fred A Oleason' late oI mander of the American Legion.
eron.
scale. It is then an easy enough mat Marden was held by all who knew mourners at all the stopping-places.
ed: Estates Ouy O Thayer, late ofI Unlon' ^ceased, William C. Oleason
The Community Club will meet
The characters were all ably enact
ter to figure out the space you wish her. The Pythian Sisters attended The train reached Bayreuth at dead
North Haven, deceased. Marion E jof Union' named exr = Mary F Tuesday afternoon in the club rooms,
ed,
and the plays were well chosen
to give to different vegetables and ln a body. There were special floral of night. The whole town was awaitCrockett of North Haven, admx., Turner' Uu: of APP^on, deceased, with the program In charge of Mrs.
block off the squares or rectangles on pieces from Olorla Temple, North ing It. The old revolutionary took
Allen Y Boggs, late of Hope, de- Charles B Mlllcr of Appleton, named Nina Fuller. The ro’l call response for variety and fun. The program
was added to by a betwien-wet Hula
the paper, writing In the space laid Haven Orange, the grammar school, his revenge on the 'great ones' who
ceased. Hattie A. Boggs of Hope,'admr'
Charles H
will be “The most beautiful place you !
off the name of the vegetables to oc and many others from relatives and for so many years had slighted him
admx ; Charles F. Ross, late ol
of Thomaston, deceased. Gilford have seen." and the program will be i Dance, In costume, by the Misses
cupy it.
friends. Many acts of kindness were over again and again. The moment ncll and Harold Oorthell motored to Union, deceased. Leon B Ross ol B ButlM ot ^ckland, named exr.: devoted to "Pictuiesque America." Cameron from Honolulu.
After the entertainment the floor
The same plan Is pursued In laying extended the family in their hours Richard's eyes closed, Cosima had Skowhegan Wednesday to attend the Union, admr.; Walter A. Quinn, late Irvin E sPear' laU °f <Jushln«- dc*
Seven Tree Grange will be guests
was cleared for dancing and to the
out a flower garden, which is some of sorrow for which they feel deeply vowed herself to death. Yet she was
of
North
Haven,
deceased.
O^rge
L
:
Cea
'"
Pd
'
Herberl
1
S
P
ear
of
Cushing,
at
a
neighborhood
meeting
with
pari commanders' night of the local
times mote difficult because of the grateful, and especially to Herman fated to know the dread honor of Commandery
Quinn of Rockland, admr
named exr': Edward 8 ««*"• late of Washington Orange this Saturday strains of the Eastern Serenaders the
■more complicated forms of the beds Crockett who so efficiently took surviving him for 47 years and of
Petitions
for
license
to
sell
real
Warren' deceased. Ad» Sf*ar
evening. Several Granges have been company danced until the wee small
The regular Friday afternoon meet
and the irregular lines for borders. charge.
The bearers were Will bearing unaided the burden of her ing of the G. W. Bridge Club, held estate granted: Estates Seldom D Warren' named exx : Wlllard E invited to this gathering, the visitors hours, refreshing themsrives with hot
dogs, popcorn and pop. The Legion
But these can be platted on the ruled Cooper, Philip Brown. Parker Crock inheritance. She created Bayreuth
this week at the home of Mrs. Wiley, late of Union, deceased, filed Hahn- lat€ of Warren, deceased, j ,0 participate in tne program, and to
and Auxiliary feel much pleased with
paper.
ett and Z. C. Burgess, and interment anew, and for half a century ordered Charles 8. Gardner, assumed the by Mary* Robbins of Lowell, Mass., Maurice S. Hahn, named admr. c.t.a. furnish sweets for the supper
the response to their efforts and
When it comes to putting the paper was at Seaview cemetery.
Mrs. Percy Marks and daughter
and marshalled the almost pre-1 form of a Washington party and exx ; William Padham. late of Cam- : Petitions for administration filed
plan on the ground, pot labels, whlcn
Due to Illness of Rev. H F Husc ' ttrhuman fame that clings aboqt the proved an enjoyable occasion. A color den. deceased, filed by Nellie E. Davis for notice: Estates Bernet Harry Frances spent last week with Mr. and grateful for the expression*, of appre! ciation that were so generously givgn
can be purchased cheaply by the hun Rev. P. J. Clifford of Vinalhaven name of Wagner."
I scheme of red, white and blue was of Madison, admx.; Virginia C j Lunden. late of Rockland, deceased, Mrs. Walter Ayer.
them.
dred at seed stores, are very con conducted the services and spoke (
....
j camed out
deooraXtons of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton, who 1
Daniels, late of Thomaston, deceased Harry Bridges of Rockland, named
venient devices to stake off the spaces words of comfort and solace to the
Miss Mary Ellen Chase, professor rootns wtth
much
evi_ filed by Edward K Oould of Rock- admr.; Lucy P Spear, late of Rock have been spendng the winter In 1
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
and paths. A marker with slaked lin:e relatives and friends. Mr. Clifford of English Language and Literature dence. Favors of tiny hatchets enSTEAMBOAT CO.
land. exr.
• land- deceased. Charles T. Smalley ■ Rockland are guests for a few days 1
or chalk such as is used In laying out read the beautitol and appropriate and Director of English for Freshmen twincd with cherries and tallies of a
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Petitions to determine inheritance I °f Rockland, named admr.; Harry C. I of Dr. and Mrs. Stephenson
8teamer
leaves Swan s Island at 5 38
tennis courts if available is a quick lines "Crossing The Bar."
at Smith College, and whose books unique and attractive design were tax granted: Estates Amanda E (Hatch, late of Camden, deceased.
• . . .
A. M Stonington 6 25, North Haven 735,
and definite method for outlining
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at RockMrs Marden leaves besides her j are available at our own Public used There were two tables with Simmons, late of Friendship, de- Pred P. Hatch of Auburn, named i
Three Show* In One
i land about 9 3<<.
beds and paths.
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 130 ?. M.,
husband and son one granddaughtei Library, is to lecture Monday evenceased, filed by Charles C. Winca- admr.
A large crowd gathered at tne town Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
It Is the simplest to lay the plan out Hazel Marden. two sisters and twe j ing, Feb. 27 in the State Street parish Mrs Annie Hodgman and Mrs. John
ington
at
4
40;
due
paw of Rockland, admr. c.t.a.; George
Petition for license to sell real es hall Tuesday evening to witness Uie Island about 6.00 P. toM.arrive at Swan’s
after the entire garden patch Is spad - brothers. Mrs. Carrie Hinds ol hou-e i Portland*. Miss Chase takes Thompson as substitutes. Next week
B. B. STINSON.
A.
Hendricks,
late
of
Rockland,
de

tate filed for notice: Estate Webb C. plays presented by the American Le
ed rather than to try to spade only Brockton, Mass.. Mrs. May Merrick as the subject of her lecture “Some the club will meet at Mrs Hodgman s
130-tf
ceased. filed by Charles H. Hendrick! Patterson of Boston, filed by Ralph gion and Auxiliary of Storer-Collins
home
in
Camden.
the spaces included in the planned of North Haven, Jesse Bradstreet ol Hopeful Tendencies in Current
J. Patterson of Boston, cons.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms who of Stonington, admr.
Port. Three one-act dramas were
beds. Ordinarily a practical vegetable Rockland and Edgar Bradstreet ol Literature" and the lecture will be
Petitions for distribution granted:
have been spending several weeks
Petition to determine inheritance very acceptabh presented and furgarden Is laid out ln its entirety in Vinalhaven; four nieces, Mrs. Hilmn open to the public.
with Mr. and Mrs. John Newman ln Estates Margaret Minihan. late ot tax filed for notice; Estate Adelia L nijncd miny a laugh. The following
straight rows. The ruled paper is Storer of Rockland. Mrs. Gladies
Miss Chose was born in Bluehill
Rockland, deceased, filed by George Masters, late of Thomaston, deceased cost ably present“A Pair of Lunauseful to Indicate distance between Hopkins and Mrs. Leola Smith o! and lived there for several years. Her Rockland are expected to soon re
E. McLaughlin of Rockland, admr.; filed by Security Trust Company ol tics": Clara Mainers. Mrs. Ruby Mllrows with companion or succession Vinalhaven and Mrs. Lena Dickey ol I father was Edward Everett Chase, a turn to their home on Commercial
Oeorge A. Hendricks, late of Rock Rockland. admr. c.ta.
street.
ifr Oeorge Fielding, Alvah Ames.
planting between the rows of vege North Haven; and cousins Herbert lawyer, and later a Judge. She at-1
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes. Mrs. Gwen land. deceased, filed by Charles H
Since 1840 this firm has falthtt»’l»
tables sufficiently far apart to per D.Bradstreet
Accounts
filed
for
notice:
Estates
1
“Goose Money" was enacted by the
of Liberty ano tended the University of Maine and '
served the families of Knox County
dolyn Buzzell and Mrs. Cora Payson Hendricks of Stonington, admr.; Annie Kaler of Rockland, first anti following: Joe Smith, a modern farmmit an Intermediate planting.
Florence Collins of Dorchester. Mass later taught at the University of Min- I
LADY ATTENDANT
were hostesses to the Chatter Clu Evcrin G. Davis, late of Friendship final account filed by Sidney O.: er, Edward Alden; Mary Smith, his
A little practice with paper ruled in
-----------------nesota. Her most recent book “A j
Day Telephone <50—711-1
Wednesday evening at the home of deceased, filed by Merle D. Files ol Hurd, gdn.; Adelia L. Masters, late | wife, Mrs. Marion Burgf.-s; Bob. his
squares and a ruler will make the
APPLETON
Goodly Heritage" is very popular ' Mrs. Rhodes
Gorham, admx.
of Thomaston, deceased, first and ’ son, Arthur Farris; Marjory, his
devising of a garden plan a simple
BURPEE’S
------Another of her books Is “The Silver 1
Accounts allowed: Estates Mary final account filed by Security Trust 1 daughter, Mis. Marion Alden; Jessie
Oeorge Butler, Sr., of Appleton whr
matter and one ot fascinating Inter
ROCKLAND, ME.
George Washington's Birthday, and Shell’, published In 1930, a story for
Elizabeth
McNamara,
late
of
Rockhas been visiting his son Oeorge and
est as a matter of fireside gardening
Green, a neighbor, Mrs Inez Camera radiant spring sunshine! It really children of island and lighthouse life family for a few days, returned home land’ deceased, first and final ac- Company of Rockland, admr. c.t.a.
A definite plan Is more necessary in
seems as if winter was about over. ]
• • • •
j Friday
count filed by Rose McNamara of
the flower garden than in the vegeta
The recent heavy rain spoiled the j When Marvin Lowenthal was in
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson of a°ckland'
: Wpsk“>' N Wa-sgatt
ble patch, but both are essential.
good sledding. Charles Salo and Pisa 10 years ago he found an abanVinalhaven and Mr. and Mrs Alber of Rockland- first and final account
crew have been hauling heavy loads doned ghetto, and became Interested
Peterson of Rockland visited Mrs F. filed
Charles R Wasgatt of KitWHAT’S IN STORE?
of lumber to Sherman’s mill.
In looking up other unknown Jewish
tery, gdn.; Frank Crandon of Rock
A. Peterson Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs Albert 8herman have scenes. In Morocco he found people
port, first account filed by Leonora
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
been suffering from the prevailing living under the same conditions as , A meeting of the teachers of the
We are surely getting a surprise grippe epidemic.
in mediaeval times; in Toledo. Spain. Bap,ist SurKtej' sch001 wlU takc
on the way the 18th Amendment is
Clarence Conant Is ill.
a national shrine which has been sue- Friday evening at 7 oclock-in the Powle, minister: Sunday morning
service at 10.30; Sunday school at
being pawed about, something so
Charles Griffin and crew of men cessively Jewish synagogue, mosque church vestry, Every teacher is
11.45; Epworth League at 6, with Mrs
many honest Christian
people
urged
to
attend.
have been stowing and covering ice and a Catholic Church; in AvigFowle as leader, subject, "What the
worked so many years to safeguard
Everett
E.
F.
Libby
of
Manchester,
this week for the Union Creamery.
non. a ghetto dating back to 600 A. D
the nation with, and the President of
Mr. and Mrs Carleton Hammond| with historical relics older than N. H., was in town this week calling Church Stands For;” evening service
at 7, second sermon in series on the
the U. 8. A., has nothing to say aboul and family of South Portland re- European civilization; In Paris ghet- on relatives.
It. What is in store for us? A re cently visited Miss Fanny Gushec und ! tos dating back to 1100 and so on all
Albert Rhodes motored to Belfast "Prodigal Son." The orchestra of
turn to those hardships of Demo mother.
over Europe and North Africa. The Wednesday night to attend the meet - the Camden M. E. Church will ren
der several selections; Wednesday, allcratic times of strikes and reprisals.
Rehearsals are going forward for, result of his search is found in his new j in«
Lions Club, the CamdenThe whole world seems beside it the four-act drama, "An Arizona book "A World Passed By", which ' Rockport Club being special guests ; day session of Ladies' Aid; Thurs
day evening servioe will be a conUnuself, seeking—not only pleasure—but Cowboy;" and also basketball games Harper and Brothers published Feb.
evening.
an intangible something. 8trong are being enjoyed by the schools.
Dorus Ballard returned Thursday atton of Ule sludy of Ule
22.
drink adds to sorrow, nol detracts
to U. of M.. after spending the holi- j Creed
_____________
Seed catalogues are coming along
• • • •
An Appleton Reader.
and the children are canvassing with I A bookshop tn Times Square, New day at her home here.
ORIGIN OF FREEMASONRY
Friends were pleased to sec Mrs
_____
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY OF NEW packets of bright attractive vegetable! York, remains open 24 hours a day,
YORK
and flower seeds.
' and does the best business between Minnie Piper at her place of busi- |
precise origin of Freemasonry
15 Malden Lane, New York, N. Y.
Almost maple syrup time. The midnight and 1 o'clock. So it is the nees again Thursday after being ab- 1 probabiy nevcr will be known, since
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
early bird that gets the bookworm, sent since Saturday due to a badly
records have been lost. AccordStocks and Roods . ........... ...... *2.235.928 32 spell is on the air.
Cash In Office and Bank ......
51.183 12
Mrs. Wallace Griffin and mother! too.
sprained wrist sustained in a fall on lng
of lhc Constitu.
Agents' Balances l_...... ........ 110.002 10
Interest and Rents -----------26.006 94 were In Scarsmont on business rethe Icy street.
; tions" published in London in 1723
All other Assets .......... ..........
26.480 00
oently.
Princc William, Sweden's royal
Mrs. Nettle Witherspoon, Mrs. by Rev. James Allen, “Orand Master
Oross Assets ........................ *2.449.600 48
You’ll find the practice interesting,
Wednesday was George Washing poet, is now appearing in a series ot Teresa Whitmore and daughter Lil
Deduct Items not admitted
21.787 73
Moses often marshalled the Israel
ton Gushcc's natal day. He has short motion picture travelogues, de lian were guests Thursday- at the
ites Into regular and general lodge
helpful and profitable. You’ll find in
Admitted ........ -...................... *2,427.832 75
rounded out a good age for his gen scribing little-known sections of his home of Fxlward Witherspoon in
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
while In the wilderness . . . King
eration,
lt
being
his
80th
anniversary
native land. He seems to have taken Rockland.
Net Unpaid Losses ............... _ 859 208 4*
The Courier-Gazette many items that
Solomon was- grand master of the
Unearned Premiums ............ 462.199 23 Congratulations to him.
a very practical method of achieving
Sylvia Heald of West Rockport lodge at Jerusalem,' etc. While
•All other Liabilities ............ 316.369 38
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
are helpful to you in carrying out your
that high ambition of all bards to spent Friday with her aunt, Mrs
Surplus over all Liabilities 590.055 68
there arc no authentic records to
make his audience see the things he Mildred Rhodes,
GLENMERE
support these assertions, the records
. Total Liabilities and Surplus82.427.832 75
daily affairs . . . menus, household
depicts as he sees them.
•Contingency Reserve. *284.069.12
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bryant and do date back to the 14th century
24-8-30
Mrs. Charles Davis who has been
daughter Dorothy of Camden were The rules, as laid down by the oldest
hints, fashion notes, health sugges
A PERFUME STUNT
NORWICH UNION INDEMNITY CO.
confined to her bed for several
dinner guests Friday night of Mr. and known manuscript, besides referring
New York. N. Y.
tions. And, probably most valuable of all, you’ll find
weeks with grippe is convalescent
Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes.
to trade regulations and finding work
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Rotary Club At Benson's Wild Ani
Mrs. Lucy Smith Is guest of Mrs.
Johnson Society will meet Wednes for the unemployed, are as a whole
Stocks and Bonds ........... ...... *3.687,753 51
mal Farm Gets More Than It Bar
that clipping items from the advertisements not only
Cash In Otlloe and Bank .....
105.398 05
day evening at the home of Mrs. suggestive of an extended form ol
Agents' Balances .... ............. 720.320 99 Eva- Co vail in Rockland.
gains For
Interest and Rents ............. 45.412 92
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis and Mr.
Annie Crockett.
the Ten Commandments.
The
saves you shopping time but actually accomplishes
All other Assets .....................
53,041 80
• • • •
and Mrs. Frank Wiley were guests
mother grand lodge as now organ
At the Rotary Club frolic and dinGross Assets .......................84.611,927 27
Deduct Items not admitted .... 112.604 01 Thursday evening of Mr. and Mrs. i ner in Recreation hall, John T. Bcnimportant savings in your budget.
Charch Notes
ized was Inaugurated In 1717 at Lon
Watson Barter at Tenant’s Harbor.
don,
England.
Admitted
............................*4.499.323 26
! son of Benson's Wild Animal Farm,
During the month of March the
Mr. and Mrs Everett McLellan and
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Nashua, N. H„ was awarded first slogan for the Rockport churches
Make your shopping list from thr ads . , , then
Net Unpaid Losses ................. *1.562.322 14 son Edward have returned to their
will be “March to Church ln March."
Unearned Premiums ............ 1.202.364 50
prize for creating the most fun.
go out and buy. Show thr lalrsmrn In thr
All other Liabilities .............. 753.836 55 home in Thomaston after spending
DR J. H. DAMON
It appears that each member had to March 5, members march to church;
Cash Capital ............................ 500.000 00 three weeks with Mr. McLellan's
stores thr items that intrrrstrd you in thrir adSurplus over all Liabilities 480,800 07
Dentist
furnish his share of food, talent or March 12, families march to church;
mother Mrs. Charles Davis.
vrrtisomrnts . . . they are anxious to show you
Now
Located
Total Liabilities and Surplus84.499.323 26
March
19,
get
the
neighbors
to
march
favors toward the dinner and enter
Mrs. Saiina Matson was guest
24-S-30
I. O. O. F. HALL, BUILDING
the things you want. And they appreciate that
tainment. Mr. Benson's share was to church with us; March 26, the
PO8TOFF1CE SQ„ ROCKLAND
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan to furnish the pertumery. A list of youth march to church.
they are wise shoppers and good customers who
TELEPHONE
1203W
MARYLAND
Bragdon at Long Cove.
17-26
what each member had contributed
At tiie Baptist Church, George F.
Baltimore, Maryland
organize thrir buying through lhe advertise
Capt. O. A. Andrews recently
ASSETS DEC. 31. 19312
toward the dinner and what they Currier, minister: Maine Sunday
ments.
passed
his
88tli
birthday,
and
thanks
Real Estate ..................... -....... 82.417.300 00
had brought for the entertainment, School Day will be observed by the
Mortgage Loans ....................... 108.000 00 all who sent him greetings.
Stocks and Bonds ..................14.681.415 82 >
was read, and each member was school at 10 o'clock, service of wor
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 1.089.015 23
A. W. Hooper has recently cut
Agents' Balances ................... 1.865.772 99
called upon to deliver it to the head ship at 11. with children's story and
wn a large Juniper tree in front ol
Bills Receivable .....................
37.558 18
special music by the choir, sermon,
Interest and Rents .................
9.692 08 Is store. It was set out years ago table.
Key* made to order. Key*
All other Assets ..................... 159.022 37
Benson stepped up with a beautiful "What Is Young China Doing To
to lit lock* when original key* are
by Mrs. Hoopers great-grandfather
Gross Assets ...................... *20.367.776 65
box tied with red1 ribbons and as day?" B.Y.P.U. at 6. subject, "How
lost Home, Office or Car. Code
Deduct Items not admitted 386.555 23 John Allen.
book* provide key* (or an loeke
soon as the president removed the Can We Show Christ Attractive to
Admitted
...........................*19.981.221 42
without bother.
Scluori and
cover out jumped a live skunk New Americans?" Evening praise
LIABILITIES DEC. 3t 1932
Knives Sharpened.
Fortunately the skunk was a pet and service at 7, sermon "The Rest That
Net Unpaid Losses ................. .*5,587.994 87
1835
1933
Prompt Service, Reaeonable Price*
Unearned Premiums ............ 6.109.640 03
did no more harm than stand in the Christ Can Give;" Wednesday, allAll Other Liabilities ............... 3.430.091 13
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
Cash Capital ............................ 2.400.000 00
centre of the table, his back and tai! day meeting of Ladies’ Circle; Thurs
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1
attended. Those in the party were
•cheaper" feeds now on the market
Recent guests of Mrs William An- reason they are likely to get shot."
It was his mission to care for sev "Just
aston were guests Tuesday of Mrs and pr;ends jn CouncU are invited
Right' feeds are high ln pala- ♦
the regent. Miss Edith Lenfest. Mrs
tablllty
and
digestibility
and
with
vita

eral
members
of
his
own
family
dur

Jennie Benner at Kaler's Corner.
Alma Bernier of Skowhegan tilla at North Warren wer; Miss
Representative Lincoln said the
mins A and D guarantees you the high ♦---------------------------------------- 1
Annie Willey, Mrs. Lavinia Elliott
Mrs. Medora Perry, Miss Angela [S gy^st of Mr. and Mrs. Orman Mabie Crawford and Mrs. Oertrude iaw prohibiting hunting on Sunday ing their illness and for the late Mrs- est quality feeds on the market They ai**************^
contain all that other feeds don't. Don't
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliott. Mrs. Lee W
NEW YORK Tahor. cor. Main and
Perry and Mrs. Annie Thompson Gcodwin, Sea street. This week a Starrett of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. was "class legislation as far as peo- Arnie Robinson, which duties he take chances startlni'g^your wbaby^ chicks Sumaier
__
__
__ cleaning and
Sts.____
Alterations,
Walker, Mrs. Clara Williams. Miss
Inferior feeds Oet the oldest snd pressing. Suits to order 817 50
were in Portland Tuesday.
party was given in her honor fea- Eugene Calderwood and grmddaugh- pje who work six days of the week faithfully performed. Funeral serv on
best backed by 34 years ol successful
Harriet Williams Mrs. Cora Currier,
„ __ Call
™. today or write i NOTTCB: Seized at Rockland. Me.. Nov.
feeding.
Mr and Mrs. James A. Duane, who tured by whist and luncheon was ter El.zabeth MacPhail of Union.
, are conc?rned." "Furthermore," ht ices were hcld at his late home con poultry
or clrci
circulars.
STOVER'S CASH ORAIN ^Oth. 1932. for violation of Sec. 459 of
for
'
Mrs. Ella Dunn. Mrs. L. H. Dunn have been spending the past two ger^d
Mrs. Donald Weeks and sons Ken- j added, “it is responsible for a lot ol ducted by Rev. W. E. Lewis of Friend STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER JA- J930■ the _boa* Virginia number
FEED MFG CO. on track at 86 Park St. A-*858. said to be owned by John Davis
Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs. Effie Seavey
months in Quincy Mass., returnea
joint meeting of Rotary and neth and Wilbur of Rickland were jacking might hunting with lights) ship, with, commitment service at the Rockland. Tel. 1200.
22-24 of Boothbay Harbor. Me., any person
Mrs. Kate Linnell, Mrs. Joseph
claiming this property must appear at
home Monday.
Lions Clubs of Knox. Lincoln and guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs O ibd poaching by people who can'l grave and interment ta the family
the Customs Offlce at Rockland. Me., file
Emery and Mrs. Katherine Derry.
claim and give bond within twenty days
L
Oould.
Mrs. Irving N. Eaton of Worcester, wa,d3 Counties will be held at Miget away during week-days to hunt." let in Norton cemetery. The bearers K
• * • •
from Feb. 7th. 1933. otherwise the prop
erty will be forfeited to the Government.
Mass., and Mrs. Oeorge E. Furbush
Wednesday evening at 7
Much sympathy is felt for thc surwere
C.
H.
Wales,
Irving
Fales,
A.
H
Chairman Angell asked. “Do you
Mrs. Agnes McLain, son Charles of Waterville are visiting their par- O'cio;k
F M. HUME. Collector of Customs.
vtvlr.g relatives in the lets of Mrs know if the churches object to this Ycung and O- car Young. Deceased is ’
___________________________ Feb. 7-14-25
and nephew Elwyn Henderson were
ents Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Moody.
Regular meeting of Camden Lodg. Fann>' Wyllie. wife o' Sidney Wyllie bill?"
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
survived by two brothers, Rc eor M
dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and
land Hair sStore. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Mrs Qeorge Merrill of Nobleboro is K p jjonday evening.
d2ed Thursday niphl after an
HaJcell replied, “I don't think to Sherman of Groveton, N H., and
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Mrs. Walter Hastings.
,___________________________________ 14-tf
at John Palmer's.
Miss Caroline Thomas of Worth-1 Illness ef a few week
Funerr.l serv- but of course there may be some Charles Sherman of Cushing, a niece !
WATCH and Clock Repairing OrandMrs George W. Ludwig has re- 1 Harry childs of Lewiston has been east Harbor is guest of Miss Virginia ^es will be held Monday at 2 "oclock
Miss
Edith
Sherman,
and
cousins
ta
j
radicals."
ilques. Call and
I father and antiques.
an< deliver.
turned from a visit to her son Edwin guest of Mr and Mrs. B. G Miller.
S.
A. MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St .
•
•
•
•
Wagner.
1 ,rcm the Congrega’iona! Church. A
Newcastle.
Rockland. Me
156*10tf
in Rockland.
Nelson Thompson, who has been
Dr and Mrs M. B Long ace spend- Pray" wndcs will be held at 11
A bill to require proof of “intent to
ALADDIN LAMP PARTb at all tlmea.
I
The name Wendell has been given , vjsitlnR hjs motheri Mrs Annie
Prompt
service.
CRIK
HARDWARE
CO.
ing a few days In Boston.
j o'clock at the home Mondav inorninj sell" in prosecutions under th
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
14-tf
to the son recently born to Mr. ana Thompson tbe paS( few day5 re.
Miss Minnie Tibbetts or East' fcr members of the family.
statutes prohibiting the manufacture Whereas Chanty Maud Moran of i
AMAZINO BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Mrs. Charles Henderson.
I turned Tuesday t0 Maiden.
Rockland ln the County of Knox and
—Car runs 745 miles without oil. Pyroll
Braintree. Mass., is guest of her I
cr transportation of liquor was heard State
of Maine by her mortgage deed
| Co . manufacturers of revolutionary new
A poverty bridge party was held
Mrs Harold c;arke enurtained tw0
I
brother Frank Tibbetts.
lubricating process now startling world.
by the Committee on Judiciary dated the twenty-seventh day of June
A D 1931 and recorded In the Knox
at the home of Mrs. Ora Woodcock |
of
Wednesday afternoon
1 offer ground floor factory contract assurComing attraction at the Comique
Thursday.
County Registry of Deeds. Book 230.
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch- lng permanent, profitable business, unThursday night, with three tables , at bfr bome on pleasant street,
Page 72. conveyed to me. the under lng eggs, prices to suit the times. AL- limited profits. Nationally advertised
Theatre: Tonight. Richard Barthel- !
Senator Weatherbee of Penobscot signed.
a certain lot or parcel of land BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me
17-tf Sat Evening Post. Demand Universal.
in play. Some astonishing costumes
^jrs Austjn Winchenbach was the
with the buildings thereon situated in
---------------Startling facts guaranteed true. Labomes. in "Cabin In The Cotton;” |
who
introduced
the
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did
not
ap
Thomaston ln said County of Knox,
rator>'
at.leading Universities
an,‘1
were displayed. Mrs. Maitie Spauld- guest of relatives in Bath over last Monday and Tuesday. Constance ■ SERVICE & REPAIRS
...................
api
pear and no one else came forward bounded and described as follows, to wit: ,
ing winning the prize for the worst weekend.
Beginning at the west corner of lot W. L MERRIAM. Union. Me
I drives 8 300 miles without changing or
ALL MAKES OF SETs
Bennett in ‘Two Against The World;” [
to speak ta favor of it.
of heirs of S. M M Sumner
Sumneron
on Oeorges
Oeorges i s C. R. I RED CHICK8. high produc- I adding oil; 4 ton truck fully loaded runs
looking one. Mrs. Charles Smith
thencerunning easterly
by said |ng strain. State tested, and accredited 30 miles without oil
Airplane flies 35
Capt. Willard F. Wade, S. A. Jones. Wednesday and Thursday, Clara Bow )
Rev. Frederick W. Smith, superin Street;
heirs lot and lot of heirs of A F Piper I fOr pullorum disease Write M M KIN- ' minutes without oil. Chevrolet runs
R. W. TYLER
also had a very striking costume, Capt. John Bradford and Roscoe Ben-t m “Call Her Savage;'' Friaay, 1
Undent of the Maine Christian Civic 78 feet to stake and stones at land of E NEY. Thomaston. Me,, St. Qeorge road. ! 318.7 miles. Essex runs 206 mlles. another
E O'Brien; thence south by said or phone Tenant’s Harbor 56-14.
and Mrs. Leila Smalley appeared in ner were in Augusta Tuesday.
I -American
Madness;" Saturday,
20*28 166 mlles without oil. Used In world’s
PHONE SS-»
League, oppo’ed it on the grounds O’Brien s land parallel with said Oeorges
■ ■
’ v ’
longest transatlantic airplane flight.
a garb of crocus bags. Honors were
Street.
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to
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and
stones
at
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C.
.
B.
I.
Red
chicks
three
years
state
Breaks 5 motorboat speed records. FaMiss Evelyn Waltz, a teacher in the ; Oe<)rge O'Brien in "Oolden West." ‘
that "it would break down enforce land of Oeorge W Bowers; thence west
le* ,h.
mous flVlng service certifies startling gas.
awarded Maynard Spear, Mrs. Anna schools of Rockville. Conn . is spend—
oil. overhaul economies and new safety
ment more than anything that could by said Bowers' land parallel with line
of said Sumners and Pipers heirs to
TelP 1*3^1 * factor In flying Doubles oil Ufe for
Brasier and Mrs. Maitie Spaulding j ing a vacation with her parents. Mr._________________________________
be done." He pointed out that “intent said Oeorges Street, thence north by c TEAGUE. Warren. Me
.. „. largest American Industries.
Pyroll
and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley re- ' and Mrs Alden Walz.
Oeorges Street to place of begin- ________________________
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possible
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where
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leaves
ceived the consolation. Sandwiches, j Linwood Palmer, Jr., of Nobleboro
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by Alice Oeyer
Charity
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___ quality
_____
,per hundred
______ oil; does what oil alone can
____’t. _
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Best.
If you
said that there might be a question veyed...............
Moran;
Discount oh 500 or over. F' H WYLLIE! are the man and want further stortling
coffee, doughnuts and cheese were is visiting his aunt Mrs Henry P.
of its constitutionality.
And Whereas! the condition of said & SON. Thomaston. Me. R 1. Phone I facts and countrys biggest opportunity
gr 1has been broken;
served on paper plates.
mortgage
Warren 10-6
22-tf wire or write—but hurry. PYROIL CO..
Mason.
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Now Therefore, by reason of the brrach
24*lt
PRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C 2530 Main. LaCrosse. Wls.
Mrs. George W. Ludwig had as > A valentine party was given by the
of
the
condition
thereof
I
claim
a
fore

Unemployment insurance as a safe closure of said mortgage
R I. Reds, accredited Mock, heavy lay- j
guests at cards Thursday night. Mrs Homemakers' Society to members ot
Ing
strain,
hatches
each
week,
one
to
flve
guard against the dele was proposed A Dated
this sixteenth day of February.
D 1933
hundred $12 per hundred, 500 to 1000 $11.
Lucy Clark. Mrs. Cora Currier. Mrs the I. T. Club in the vestry of the
Orders of ‘ thousand
Thursday by labor representatives
Z ’CE E OEYER
“ and over. $10 per
100
C. N. LIGHT, Waldoboro. Me
Ella Dunn. Mrs Currier won thc Methodist Church Thursday evening,
STATE OF FAINE
and prefreors of economics who ap County of Knox.
Tel
17-12.
17-38
m.
I ubruary 16. 1933
______________________________________
honors. Lunch was served.
There were 47 members and guesLs
TO MY old and new customers
peared before the Legislative Labor Personally appeared Alice E. Oeyer and
made oath to the fc \:olng notice of throughout Knox and Lincoln Counties i
Services at the Church of St. John present and the evening was spent
Committee. Profs. Warren Catlin foreclosure and that tl.e same Is true.
desiring their eggs hatched I wish to an
Before me.
Baptist Sunday next, quinquagesima with games, after which refreshnounce I am ready to take them on
and Albert Abrahamson of Bowdoin
ALFRE - M. sSTROUT
every Saturday throughout the season I
will be holy eucharist at 9 a. m.. i ments were served. Mrs. Hilda Boggs.
Justice of the Peace.
Notify me a week In advance as to the j
College recommended an investiga 21-S-27
number of eggs to be hatched
Why
church school at 10.30 a. m.. evening Mrs. Lenora Black and Mrs. Annie
tion of unemployment insurance with
pay 12c or more for chicks when you
prayer and sermon at 7 p. m.
can get them for 5 cents
Write for 1
Davis were the committee on refresh
the results to be presented to the 87th
particulars
Baby chicks 12c. HAWES)
The tenth and final card party ments. and Mrs. Esther Gross, Mrs.
It sells more people be
HATCHERY. A. C. Hawes. Union. Tel. 1 (I To Us Printing ia more than
1 Legislature. Representative Stem of
8-24.
_______________________________
21-39
of the series sponsored by the choir Edna Creamer and Mrs Julia Burgess
cause more people like to
just putting words into typs.
Biddeford declared "industry should
NATURAL ground sea shells nre best
of St. John Baptist Church will be on entertainment and decorations.
It ia tha craation of a wSrk of art,
for poultry. By bag or ton. Write AL
t pay for unemployment. There would
see it. Skillful heads and
FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove Me.
143*145
bo it a simple little announcement
held in the parish hall Tuesday eveMrs. Violet Billings of Rockland has
be no bread lines or dole if industry And other rectal diseases
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will I or an elaborate booklet. Hanco
hands prepare it with one
ning. Playing will start at 8 o'clock, j been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
call any time
Highest prices paid
had cared for its laborers." No op
we take all the pride of an artist
Treated Without Pain
vital point in mind—ef
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO . 741 Main
Oldis.
in hie craft, in each job; and that
ponents appeared before the commit
St . Westbrook. Me.
4*27
fectiveness.
It
must
get
or
Loss
of
Time
ia the secret of the superlative
Strout In«urance Agency
WHEN you are planning to sell yout
•••
••• ••• ••• >•« •*.
tee.
quality of The Courier-Gazette
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
• • • •
results.
I. Waller Stroot
Alfred M. Stroot
WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland.
14-tf
Printing.
Legislation calling for submission
Insurance ln all its branchea
. READ THE
Inquire about
cf the 26th State Prohibition AmendTEL. 1076
Probate Bonds
Notary Pubik
Our Low Rates . . .
ment has been shelved pending ap
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
Vinal Building. Phonr 158
127S*.f
pearance ln the Legislature of expect
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ETY.
Tn addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes aent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Mrs. Charles H. Ames, Miss Mary
Head and Lewis Cass have returned
to Concord, N. H„ after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. John Newman, Masonic
street. On their return they were
accompanied by Mrs. Belle Credifora
of Chicago who will make an extend
ed visit with Mrs. Ames.

Page Seven

THE REALM OF MESIC
McCAI.I. PATTERNS IN STOCK—

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Mrs. Albert P. Blaisdell, Mrs. Oscar
S. Duncan, and Charles Blaisdell mo
Miss Ervilla Stoddard arrives today '
tored to Portland Tuesday where they from Easthampton. Mass , to spend a
Our own Rockland City Band is to j Robinson. The Sunday program was:
extended a girls' basketball game be - week's vacation with her parents, Mr. appear in concert at Park Theatre to The Bridal Rose Overture ...... C. Lavallee
TELEPHONE__ ______________ 770 or 794
tween Deering High and Marblehead and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard.
morrow afternoon at 2.30, and thc Minuet In O ............................... Beethoven
the Cainptlre I American Soldier
High. Miss Dorothy Blaisdell is coach
activity merits general support for Around
The Garden Club meets Tuesday
Songs)
arr. Julius S. Seredy
of
the
Marblehead
team
and
al

Melody
In
F ............................. Rubinstein
Mr. and Mrs E. P. Olover enter two very good reasons. First, the ex Raymond Overture
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Cop
—The Queen's Secret
though her girls lost to Deering High, tained at dinner and cards Wednes cellent program guaranteed by Direc
Amb. Thomas
per Kettle, with a paper on “Stories'
of the Old Folks ......................... .
they played a fine game. The night day evening as an observance of their tor H. E. Kirkpatrick, and second, the Songs
Compiled
and
arranged
by
M. I Laki'
of Birds and Observations at a Feed 
before the Marblehead team won wedding anniversary.
proceeds are to go to the loe..! milk
ing Station," prepared by Mita Ad i
ilk
from Kennebunk High.
fund. Much thought has been ex
And now to tell you a bit more
Burpee, prevented by Mi's. Ruth E,I
pended
ln
thp
arrangement
of
the
------Mrs. Edith MacAlman Vining will
about this undertaking which is en
lingwood. Members are once more
Shakespeare Society meets Monday
hostess
chapln class Tup^y program, and there are numbers to gineered by Luther A. Clark whose
ie minded of dues.
evening at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth evening.
appeal to every type of music lover.
vision carries this humble beginning
Otis. Act I of “Elizabeth the Queen" j
_____
• • • •
to a symphony orchestra that can
Mrs. Mary Pease of Monmouth ls
That 'music hath charms to soothe follow along with Portland, Bangor
will be read, with Mrs. Nina Beverage
Col. P. S. Philbrick returned yes
a guest of Mrs. Walter Griffin, Knox
the savage breast" was proven in the ’ and Lewiston whose municipal oras leader.
terday
from
a
short
visit
in
Water

street.
recent Sportsmen's Show, Bcston, I chestras already have reached an
ville.
when Caesar, a mountain lion, I enviable stage. It has been an uphill
Mi's. I.ida Carey and Miss Florence
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Stevens.
Hare of Waltham, Mass. were called
Mrs. John O. Stevens opened her listened to the “music" of Chief path of effort on the part of Mr
Rockland street entertained a fami
here by the illness of their mother home on Talbot avenue Wednesday Ncedabeth's rhythmic drum. In the Clark—discouraging at times, but
ly dinner party Tuesday evening,
Mrs. Ella Hare of Ash Point, who was i afternoon to Gen. Knox Chapter, language ol the animal kingdom, ac each rehearsal has bome fruit so
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pet
operated on for appendicitis Wed-1 DAR., of Thomaston, for a social cording to the chief, who entered there has been some little gain from
tingill of Portland.
l
nesday night at Knox Hospital. They tea given as a Washington's Birthday Caesar's cage, rhythm is music and week to week.
are at the Copper Kettle.
observance. Mrs. Stevens was as the steady staccato beat of the drum
Rehearsals have been carried on'
Miss Hilja Kulju, teacher of Eng
sisted in entertaining by Mrs. Law- was tuneful to the mountain 1‘on. At every week for nearly three years,
lish in the Pittsfield grammar school,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clarke enter rence Dunn, Mrs. Richard Elliot, and first the animal looked as though lie and comparing the first with those ol
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
is visiting Mrs. O. O. Kalloch at the
tained Tuesday evening in honor of Mrs. O. M. Derry. Oames were en would live up to his warlike name the present time, the gain has been
Country Club.
Linwood Bussell's birthday. Bridge joyed, with Misses Harriet Williams ar.d certainly it seemed incredible I marvelous. I heard thc orchestra in
was played with honors going to Mrs ana Edith Lenfest winning honors. that he could mistake thc noise made its early days, and when I listened to The club voted to join the Federa
Mrs. Irving Pettingill returned to
Ethel Sukeforth, Linwood Bussell and The tea table was artistic in appoint by the chief for music.
1888—1933
it Sunday, I was amazed at the prog tion and also made plans for form
Portland yesterday after being the
But he did. The rhythm developed
Samuel O'Brien. Luncheon included ments and decorations featuring a
ress, and many others have made ing an orchestra and chorus.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stod
• • • •
a birthday cake. Mr. Bussell was color scheme of red. white and blue. into a lullaby and finally Caerer be this statement
dard for the week. Mr. Pettingill
came interested in the instrument
I wonder how many members ol
pleased and surprised when present- American flags were prominent
Rehearsals are held each Wednes
was here the first of the week.
Forty-five years ago we commenced to serve people in this
the Harmonica Band, whose splendid i
ed with a bosket filled with gifts.
j house decorations. Misses Esther f;om which the so-called mus.c earn
day evening. At the beginning the
locality who desired to own their homes and the business lias been
and
crawling
cautiously
tow-aid
the
work under the direction of Ruth E.
Nickerson and Eloise Dunn assisted in
a success through all this time. There are a few simple reasons
Mrs. C. I. Burrows gave a
chiel, he sniffed the drum and for aim was the personal enjoyment ol Sanborn has won much favor, listen I
for this success.
Mr and Mrs. William T. White, serving.
meeting and playing together. Work
luncheon Thursday with
Mrs j
the
first
time
since
his
arrival
in
to Borah Minovltch in hts broadcasts
who have been supervising the prog
We make loans only on real estate mortgages.
is
begun
promptly
at
7.45
and
liurd
Oeorgia Parker of Skowhegan, her j ress on their new Lake avenue resi
Wc charge only 6% interest.
Mrs Veda Brown was hostess to tne Bcston a week before, lie permitted practice continues until 10 or 10.30. Sunday night over WEEI at 7 o'clock
house guest as guest of honor.
The expenses of making a loan with us are small, only
Borah and His Radio Rascals put
dence. return to New York tomorrow T Club Thursday •evening at her hls head tc be stroked.
Mr. Clark cannot commend the lojal
the cost of looking up title and making and recording
on a program of harmonica music
night. The estate will be ready lor home in Rockport.
papers.
The splendid work done by the ly of the members too highly. A per
The annual Coast Guard ball, held
that is marvelous. It seems unbeliev
occupancy within a few weeks, and as
No commissions or bonuses.
Little Symphony Orchestra at Sun sonal word of his Ls this: ‘Many pupils
Wednesday night under the auspices
able that the humble harmonica can
Small monthly payments, ahoutthe same a,s rent, rover
seen from the outside the contrac ors
The Tango Club met Thursday eve* |
day's patriotic service has brought think that 15 minutes of practice irk
cf the personnel of the U3CjO.
all charges and pay off the loan in about twelve years.
produce such fine music. They con
have effected a marked transforma ning with Mrs H. W. Thorndike.
some
and
tedious,
but
I
know
that
forth so many expressions of admira
Kickapoo. at Temple hall, was a
You want a home. We arr nady to help you get it.
fine themselves largely to the classics
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven
tion.
tion that a more detailed account ot every member of the orchestra feels
huge success. Snappy music was
and
modern
composition.
Their
ren

was a special guest. Prizewinners in
their performance does not seem that it is a pleasure, for we crowd lb
furnished by Sian Walsh's Orchestra
dition of “Rhapsody in Blue" is
Mrs. Mary Keizer of Pleasant bridge were Mr Thorndike and Mrs.
or 20 niembers into two adjoining
amiss.
The committee in charge expresses street, was hostess to the Comer L. P. Chase.
lg SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
thrilling. It is an experience to
The present personnel of the or rooms and pass a pleasant evening,
lUStf
gratitude for the help given by the Club for bridge yesterday afternoon.
listen to Borah and hLs boys.
chestra Is: Director, Luther A Clark; many of the players seemingly re
merchants of the city in advertising,
------Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to
1st violins. Albert R Marsh, Gabriel luctant to quit at 10 o'clock."
and to all others who contributed
The outstanding feature planned
Col. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson en-, the Thursday Auction Club at her
SOUTH WALDOBORO
The orchestra at present has mem by Arturo Toscanini for his Sunday
Winchenbaugh. Phyllis Belasco; 2d
their bit in making the affair such tertained at cards Wednesday eve-1 home on Broadway.
MICKIE SAYS—
bers
from
Rockland.
Thomaston.
violins,
William
Anderson.
Margaret
Eohool has closed for the spring va
a success.
afternoon concerts to be broadcast
ning at their home on Masonic street, j
------cation.
McMillan. Ruth Harper, Beatrice Warren and Waldoboro. In times over a coast-to-coast network (Co
1
with four tables. The gathering also , Mrs James H. Doherty entertained
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach spent the
4JITH A BIG, SUeSCRlPVlOU list,
Kalloch Class meets Tuesday served as a birthday observance for the Five Day Club Thursday evening Haskell; cello, Ralph Davis; bass, past there were others from Camden lumbia) will be a special Beethoven
like WE GOT, YHEYS A HULL
weekend with her parents Mr. and
afternoon in the church parlors for C. F Joy and Emerson Sadler, ana at he* home on Columbia avenue, Herbert Everett; flute. Ray Newton; and South Thomaston. Just now it cycle including
eight of
the
Flock of subscriptiows ex
Mr . Oliver Brown in Eath.
relief work as usual.
was in honor of Miss Lillian Derby oi Supper, cards, stories and music were
clannet"
s?c' seems likely some Hope Corner musl- Beelhoven symphonirs and several
piring eVry pay of w'vear
Mrs . Ir.idore Ho.'fecj and Mra.
Manchester. N. H.. who is visiting Mr. | dlvers.ons of the gathering.
ond clarlnets- ^uth" ?lldden an clans are going to join. No more elo overtures and concerti. Beginning
au' rr sore saves os a lot
Florence McMillan; C Soprano sax. quent summary of the situation could March 26. the all-Beethoven pro
; Carrie Wallace of the village were
OF BOTHER TO HAVE SO MAlfY
Charles H. Walker, who is a patient and Mrs. Emerson Sadler.
! callers Sunday at Mrs. Nellie WalOF OUR GOOD FRIENDS REUEW
Mrs. Alberta Rose leaves Mondaj Evangeline Paquin; E flat alto sax. be given than in Mr. Clark's own grams will be presented on consecu
at Knox Hospital, ia gaining in an
without waitimg fer us to
lace's.
encouraging manner and expects to
tive Sunday afternoons through the
Miss Gladys Bowen was hostess to, for Boston where she will sper.d the ! Aaron A Clark; corret, Charles words:
SEWP OUT MOTIffC?
>
"If we had the use of a stage as New York Philharmonic Orchestra
Montgomery: horn. Edward Hayer,
1 Mis. Leland Winchenbach ar.d
return to his home on Limerock the Moonlight Auctioneers Wednes- remainder of the winter season.
_____
t trombones. Ralph Jackson and Earl large as that in Watts hall, heated season which ends April 23. The
da light »r Arvllla are 'pendLij two
street in a few days.
day evening, the occasion being a
------lighted, had plenty of money for new eight symphonies will bc presented
weeks in Bcston and vicinity with
The Scribblers Club meets Tuesday j Montgomery; baritone. Charles Rob
birthday surprise for Miss Lenore
relatives.
Mrs. Helen Olli Perry has returned Benner. The luncheon table reflect evening at the home of Mrs. Alice inson; drums, Levi Flint; piano. Vera music or extra parts, even money lor in order, and other Beethoven works
new instruments, such as an oboe. to be included wiil be the "Egmont"
Cn a recent morning wi.en Floyd
to Scituate. Mass., iiJ.er spending ed the Washington's Birthday season, Karl. Miss Relief Nichols will be
Mrs. H Laton Jackson of Beech ba-soon, or perhaps an alto and bass Overture the (amous Triplc concerto
two weeks with relatives here.
Wcltcn and Ous Turner went in thc
and a feature in the menu was an hostess.
street entertained at sewing Tuesday clarinet, it would help out a dream for violin, 'cello and piano, the King
weeds to haul out wood there stood
imposing birthday cake. Miss Ben•------that I never expect to come true.1 Stephen Overture and the “Emperor"
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman entertained ner also received many gifts. Card honMr Moose in front of one of Ihe pile.;
Wawenock Club met Thursday evening.
Such an addition, with sufficient piano concerto. Soloists to be heard
at luncheon and cards Thursday ors were won by Miss Esther Ahlberg, I evening with Mrs. Lelia Benner, CamH? watched them to see what was
Miss Adelaide Trafton entertainea extra money to hire a flute player to during the cycle will toe Vladimir
evening. There were three tables, Vn. Ethel Sukeforth. Mrs Phyllis den street. Response to the roll cal,
?olr.g cn. but did not offer to move
and honors went to Miss Hazel Mar Clark and Miss Benner, and each was made with quotations pertaining Informally at cards Thursday evening attend every rehearsal, would begin Horowitz, pianist; Mishel Piastre,
until Flovd got off the sled with axe
shall, Mrs. Ernest Campbell, Ml's guest received a special favor at the 10 Oeorge Washington. Papers on with Miss Celia Brault carrying oil to make it a real symphony orchestra violinist; Alfred Wallenstein, 'cellist;
n hand and drove him away.
"But that is not all. There arc and Maria Carreras, pianist.
Mrs. Serer.a Winchenbach has re
Ralph Olendenning and Mrs. Frank luncheon table
"The Oarden of Maine—Aroostook" honors.
enough players in Knox County who
Toscanini will return to the Phil
Fuller.
turned home from Richmond.
_
. and “Portland" were given by Mrs.
Cheerful Circle met Wednesday could come in to augment the pres harmonic podium for the broadcast
Mrs. Gertie Burns, Mrs. Doris
The Country Club Orchestra, di- Abbie Campbell and Mrs. Sus.e
There will be a public card party rected by James O'Hara, dispensed Campbell respectively. The usual evening with Mrs. Fred Cates, Cres ent personnel to make it compare fa on Sunday. March 5. Since leaving
Smalley and Mi's Beulah Winchen
vorably with those of the larger cities this country shortly after Christmas
Wednesday afternoon at Grand delightful music during the supper routine of current events and study- cent street.
bach
visited
Mrs. Nellie Wallace
in the State. All that is necessary to , the Italian maestro has divided his
Army hall under the auspices of the hour at the Congregational vestry | °f the question box was carried out.
Tuesday evening.
William Koster, salesman at Sea make the younger players into gcod time between his home in Milan and
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans Wednesday.
Th? M. E. Indies' Aid meets with
Other entertainment
evening ended with a towel
with Mrs. Nellie Achorn as hostess, | features were songs by Mrs. Nettie shower for Mrs. Benner and buffet View Garage, is in Stonington on material is their real desire to work his villa on Lake Maggiore He has
Mrs Serena Winchenbach and Mrs.
for the common good of the orches made several short trips to Rome and
business.
Cc: « Smallev, March I. Mrs. Minnie
-------! Bird Frost, contralto, and Forty Club lunch. The meeting of Monday evetra and attend every rehearsal after Berlin. In Germany he conferred
Another of the popular Crescent songs t,y Maynard Marston and L. B } nin8 swill be with Mrs. Elizabeth
Var.rah entertained the Aid at an
Miss Alice Barton. Orange street is they once have started. Some of our
with Frau Winifred Wagner and Heinz
Beach assemblies took place Thurs- j Cook. Circle supper was served by ! Eaton.
all-day cession Feb. 15. There were
other
pianist.
One
often
feels
in
I confined to the house by illness.
most valuable players are the young Tietjen. the General Intendant ol
day night at the Gonia cottage, with the men. headed by O. A. Lawrence
-------I
____
25 pre ent to whom a bountiful dinner
er and newer members, some oi the Prussian State Theatres and i these days that Mr. Paderewski is was served.
the Country Club Orchestra furnish_____
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach of RockMrs. Nettie Witherspoon and Mrs.
,
playing
to
himself
rather
than
to
his
whom have been with us but a short Artistic Director of the Bayreuth
..
„
. . ,. ,
ing music. There were 12 couples
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor, Ken- iand street entertained at a family d. A. Whitmore and daughter Lillian
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Shuman are
3
audience. He seems to be living over
time.
in Portland.
Festival for 1933, upon plans for the
present, with Mr. and Mrs. C. E neth Overiock and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch dinner Thursday night, with Mrs.' cf Rockport were guests Thursday o'
the
memories
of
his
musical
career,
“We have given our services to performances of "Die Miestersinger"
Mr ard Mrs. C. F. Jackson were
Morse and Mr. and Mrs. Earle Lud and daughter Eleanor motored to Irving Pettingell of Portland as honor Mrs. C. F Crockett, Camden street,
many worthy causes, and it is our and "Parsifal" which he will conduct lingering over a phrase, emphasizing Rcekiand visitors Tuesday.
wick as hosts. Sandwiches, cake and Waterville yesterday to visit William guest
a voice, trying to force the piano to
Mrs. Joseph Hamlin and daughter purpose to continue this policy when! at Bayreuth next summer.
coffee were served at intermission. Cook of Tenant's Harbor who is a pa
express a majesty and a power that
It
does
not
incur
too
much
expense
• • • •
There will be another assembly tient at the Elm City Hospital follow-1 Mrs Henry B. Bird returned yester Flora have returned from North
are beyond it.s capacities."
MON.-TUES.
on
the
part
of
the
members.
Some
From
the
Holliston
(Mass.)
News:!
March 9. with Mr. and Mrs. Emer ing injuries received while working on day from a visit with relatives in Bos Abington, Mass., where ithey wire
times
it
is
necessary
to
mak*
a
The mid-winter recital by the pupils ’
Ilo you remember how ro:;<
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
son Sadier and Mr. and Mrs. Henry the ice. Mr. Cook fell, breaking hls ton and vicinity.
Farnham and Mrs. Hamlin’s sister. slight charge when special players of Qeorge E Spring of Framingham I
O. Jordan in charge.
left arm and severely injuring a foot
Edna May Oliver was in “I adie«
and Holliston was held at Mr.1 MON.
TUES.
The Junior Harmony Club meets Mrs. Lottie G. Farnham. A day was must be hired.
and knee
“
We
have
made
a
beginning
that
Spring's
home.
An
interesting
pro

Tuesday evening at 6.15 at the Legion spent ln Boston attending the MetroMrs. John O. Stevens and Miss
of the Jury?” Well, she's even
[ poiitan Theatre and the Museum ol shows the possibilities of orchestral gram consisting of solos, duets, songs
Esther Nickerson motored to Portland
The final card party in the series hall.
' music in our own community. Some and quartets was much appreciated
funnier and better in “THE PEN
--------j Fine Arts.
Thursday and on their return were j sponsored by St. Bernard's parish
of the older members have realized by the large audience. Miss TwitchOpportunity Class holds its month
accompanied by Miss Sophie Cohen, takes place Tuesday evening at 8 at
(U IN POOL MURDER” wttt
In the mixed contract tournament the need for the last 30 years and ell's soprano. Mr Gustafson's pow
who had been guest of Miss Ruth 1 The Thorndike grill, with Aime Beau- ly meeting Wednesday evening at thc
some
unsuccessful
attempts
have
erful
baritone,
James
Taylor
’
s
bass.
at
Mrs.
Alan
L.
Bird's
card
room
last
Hanscom for several days.
doin, Thomas Fleming, George Ryan First Baptist parlors, with Mrs. Alice
JAMES GI.EASON. You can’l aJbeen made in the past. In order to 1 Miss Chamber's soprano and Mrs.
and Donald Coughlin in charge. In Kaler. Mrs. Winnie Keller and Mrs. evening thc winners were Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton, north and bring all this plan to a successful Zulietta Ames of Framingham,
lord to miss it!
Rehearsals for the presentation of addition to the usual favors, the capi Catherine Collins as hostesses.
south; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, termination, it would take the co-op dramatic soprano, who made her [
"Of Thee I Sing" by Mrs. Lilian 8. tal prize will be awarded.
Copping before the Rubinstein Club
Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon eart and west. Another ladles’ tour eration of perhaps the service clubs debut in Holliston, were much en- 1
next Friday, evening will take place
Spnlor cltuss of Rockland High day afternoon at 2.30 at the home ol nament takes place Thursday after and public spirited citizens of eacn Joyed.”
Mrs. Ames who will be remembered !
ncon and the men's Friday evening. community who have the welfare ol
Monday and Thursday evenings at 7, school held a jolly dancing party Mrs. H. J. Keating.
their boys and girls foremost in their as Zulietta Staples of this city has'
o'clock at Mrs. Copping s studio, Thursday evening at the Country
Mr Elizabeth Knight Oilbert en minds.
made admirable progress with Mr.
Limerock street.
Club. Music was furnished by an
Miss Eliza Hannegan who came fcl
"But the greatest factor in thc suc Spring as teacher, and the reports of '
orchestra whose personnel is; Piano, the Thursday meeting of the Speech tertained at bridge Monday ever Jig
Thc meeting of Chickawaukie Louise Dyer; sax and violin, Sidney Readers Club returns to Portland Prizes were won by Mrs. Doris Jordan, cess of the plan is the boys and girls her appearance in his recital were '
to (hese frolicking,flitting, fight
Chapter, Delphian Society. Thursday Carr; trumpet, Wallace Crawford; today. During her visit she was guest Mrs. Clara CurtLs and Mrs. Audrey themselves. With the right kind of very complimentary. On the same,
ing fools—"Whst Price Glory”
afternoon at Mrs. Beulah Al'en's
Ted. Other guests were Mrs. Thelma determination and spirit, they sure program appeared Mrs. Ames' young
banjo, Stanley Foster; drums, Fred of Mrs. Freeman F. Brown.
snd "The Cock-Eyed World”
The deiecuve and
apartments had as subject "The Sev
Sr.ow, PhyliLs Leach. Dorothy Baxter. ly can accomplish wonders, even it daughter, Madeline, who both playeo
Harden Jr., all of Camden with the
the other fish both
were only rehearssls for
enteenth Century Painters of Flan
Circle supper at the Universalist Verna Thomas and Miss Ethel Smal they have to do so with seemingly and sang in a charming manner.
had to take water
exception of Mr. Carr and Mr.
ders and Holland," and Mrs. Carrie
• • • •
j when the schoolvestry at 6 Wednesday has Mrs. C. ley.
unsurinountable objects in the way."
Palmer acted as leader. Assigned Harden.
j Y ' marm from Iowa
••
___
E. Daniels in charge. Her assistants
A review of Paderewski's recent
***
solved
topics were: "Rubens' Life,” Mrs
Thursday evening two “LitUe Red
Mrs. Oeorge Judkins has returned will be Mrs. Nellie Bird, Mrs. Ray
Mr. Clark was much gratified by Boston recital is of particular inter- .
Ruth Ellingwood; “Rubens’ Painting."
Lanterns"
gleamed
brightly
from
a
the applause tendered his organiza- est to us who have heard the incom- |
from a visit with relatives in New mond Bird, Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Mrs.
THE PENGUIN
Mrs. Maud Smith; "Rubens' Qualities
M. B Perry, Mrs. Wilbur Cross. Mrs. veranda on Limercck street, denoting I tion Sunday. It was applause well parable pianist:
Hampshire.
as Shown in His Masterpieces—De
POOL MURDER
"For Mr. Paderewski's recital yes- |
E. W. Pike, Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs that something unusual was in store deserved, for the players certainly
vith
scent From the Cross and the Eleva
| The HUI and Dale Club was enter - Ralph L. Smith, Mrs. Alice Fish, Miss for th? members, and there was. Sew gave' a treat in their fine perform terday afternoon, Symphony Hall j
Wi)h
EDMUND
tion ol the Cross.” Mrs. Sadie'Leach;
wore the aspect of earlier and hap■ tained Wednesday at a “winter pic Harriet Parmalee and Mrs. Eva Pease. ing was laid aside and the members ance.
EDNA MAY
’ "Rubens’ Pupils,” Miss Caroline
LOWE
• • • •
pier days of concert-giving. The au-'
nic," an all-day affair at the home The occasion promises to be one ol started a race on Jig saw puzzles,
VICTOR
•Jameson; "Dutch Painting of the
OLIVER
The Schumann Club of Bangor r.ow dience filled the auditorium, occupied
of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner. unusual Interest, as the long-expected I Piizcs were awarded to the red hradRobt. Armstrong
Sixteenth Century," Mrs. Ella S. Bird.
McLAGLEN
"apron
party"
will
be
held
in
con|
ed
member
and
the
Club
press
correMembers of the club and their fami
has a Junior Schumann Club, with all available seats on the platform,
James Gleason
In the description of pictures. Rubens I
Lupe Velez
Mae Clarke
Cards were played, but 53 members. Mrs. Viola D Merrill and overflowed along the length ol
lies were guests, the occasion being junction with the supper. Several spoedent
was prepared by Mrs. Suella Sheldon
planned as a special celebration for weeks ago tiny aprons, with an apt with thc tantalizing erders that start and Miss Ethel Duren were named the side aisles; and all this at an ex
El
Brendel
and presented by Miss Jameson; Van ,
the children, who were Jchn, Joyce verse in the pocket, were distributed ed flea ting around at that time, little counsellors. At the first meeting Mrs. ceptionally high scale of prices.
MrectaS by John Mntona
TODAY
Dyck by Mrs. Helena Fales, and Hals
Foi Fl tiara
and Kent Palmer, Peggy Jackson. to parish members, to be returned on Interest was taken. The dining room Harry Torrens, (who has many Rock Probably no other artist could paral
BUCK JONES
by Mrs. Allen. Oeneral discussion
Dorothy Sherman, Richard Spear. this occasion with a penny for each »r attractively decorated in keeping land friends), director of thc Eangor lel this feat today.
in
closed thc meeting.
NOW SHOWING
"The program was made up of com
Ruth Marston, Charles Toner and inch of waist measure. There is to wilh Wn hington's Birthday. The district for the Maine Federation of
"McKENNA OE THE MOUNTED"
"WHAT! NO BEER?”
Steamboat tickets to any part of Stanley Murray. Their table was bc a “Hall of Fame" which means guests voted th's cr.e cf the Club's Music Clubs, spoke to the group out positions by Chopin. It revealed
with
the world. Tours arranged to West decked In lestive trimmings. In the plenty of amusement for all. There .best Red Lantern days. The next lining the benefits of belonging to the anew the greatness of the artist,
Buster Keaton, Jimmy Durante
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. afternoon thc young folks presented will also be an entertainment embrac- j meeting of the Little Red Lantern State Federation and telling the club which compels the listener to over
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, a nice program of songs, recitations,
Ing novel features under the direc- uill be best designated by “In the Val- members what it means to be con look shortcomings that would b' ;
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
I ley, you-hool"
nected with the State association. fatal to the impression made by any
143 then 3.45-S-tf harmonic*, trumpet and piano solos. tion of Mrs. Grace Rollins.
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favoring a tax on chain stores, in- j a real menace to individual ambition,"
eluding one from Waldo County ' Mr Pernald stated. "Tliere are to
Representative Fernald Tells presented by Rep. I. O. Hills of North- day approximately 8000 chain store
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
*
i m
„ n
Fort, have been presented to the companies operating about 200.0
Augusta Club About 13ro- legislature.
chain stores. These figures are the
Some chain store tax bills pass basic reason why the chains are feared
posed Legislation
ed were declared unconstitutional in ; by Independent retoilers, why the
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
"Self preservation is the first ' lower courts, but the Indiana law United States Senate asked the Fedcoastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
law of nature, wherefore independ upon which the bill now in the Maine eral Trade Commission to investigate
ent merchants, being crowded to the Legislature is based, w-as carried to ; them.
wall by the power and wealth of the Supreme Court of the United
"Therefore it is quite plain that
piloted up river toy Capt. Colman ol chain stores, are seeking assistance States and that final court declare! the chains are making us a nation
Spring Point Ledge
of their state governments." Repre Indiana's law constitutional... Evi of clerks and are depriving Amer
As we have for some time been Calais.
sentative
Roy L. Fernald of Winter- dence was produced to prove thai ican boys of their opportunities.
Fred
Lane
and
sons
Horatio
and
receiving The Courier-Gazette free
of charge, we feel it is our duty to Stewart recently enjoyed a camping port. told the Calumet Club of there are many points of difference Chain stores mean absentee control,
Augusto in supper session. Monday between chain stores and independ- thc enemy of democracy.
show our appreciation by writing at trip at Keen’s Lake.
Arthur Cook left Feb. 10 for a visit evening in the club rooms, when he tntly owned units.
“Money dumped into chain stores
least a few lines. We find the paper
addressed them on the subject of
very interesting and are glad to hear with his sister in Melrose, Mass.
"Tne growth of chains lias been docs not benefit the localities. It
Mrs. Addie Bunker of Calais was a "Chain Stores.".. Mr. Ferr.ald ha? in- tremendous until they have becom ■ is sent to headquarters, outside the
from our brother light keepers, many
I troduced a bill into the 86th Maine
of whom we are well acquainted recent guest of Mrs. Ida Cook
Wc were sorry to hear that Ross | Legislature, which he contends, if it
with.
Our sympathy goes out to those who Lawler had to enter the hospital becomes a law. should net the State
of Maine about $90,000 a year.
suffered the severe 'attack of the again
Mrs. Small would like to acknowl- j “Opposition to chain stores has
storm, whose dwellings were battered
and flooded. As we had a good har edge the card from Mrs. Orville Gup- gained great force in the past few
bor we were not affected much by it till of the Seacoast Mission and the years," the Waldo County Solon conexcept that we were marooned oft valentine from Miss Muriel Fagonde tinued. "The opposition is mostly
due to the fact that almost invariably
here with a small supply of food, of Petit Manan Light Station.
• • • •
the birth of a chain store in a comtherefore our stomachs gave us the
Little River
munity means the death of an inmost trouble. It is our custom to go
Mrs Corbett and son Lester re- dependent retailer."
Resolutions
ashore daily for fresh home cooked
food, so as the duration of the storm turned to this station last week after
extended beyond that of an ordinary spending a few days at Roque Bluffs, trees. It makes one think of warm
one. we were on the rocks for eat with Mrs. Corbett’s mother, Mrs. days just around the corner
News is scarce here until later when
ables. And although the senior keep Ruth Johnson.
Charles Smith of Cutler harvested ** expect a few friends that school
er, Mr. Wilson is nearing the age ot
has called away from here
70 he still has his childish desires tor his ice one day last week
• • • •
milk and must have at least onc quart
Last Friday night Myron and Neil |
a day. By tlie time the storm was Corbett attended thc basketball game j
*
over, he was very near weaned But between Machias High School and
A pleasant surprise party was
our wives were eager to see us and Washington Academy. In a hard S*ven to Keeper A. B Hamor and
had a large supply of food awaiting. fought game the Academy put on a family last Saturday evening Those
so we soon made up for all that we spurt t0 win in the last thrce seconds present were Capt. and Mrs Arthur
had lost
of play. The score was 16-14 My- A. Bain. Mrs Dow. Mrs. Neil Farrel.
Mrs. Larrabee has already in ron feels interested as he was one oi Miss Isabel Bain, Miss Edna Overformed me that she is to spend the tlie Washington Academy vanity loc't- M15- WaJtcr iRoas. Alexander
summer in Boothbay Harbor, so I see hcopsters last year.
Bain. George Ross and Richard Dyer.
that I will not only be left to starve,
Keeper Corbett received a bad fall
evening was spent
Rames antt
but to the mercies of my own cook
refreshments were served at a late
iast Monday night as he was entering
ing.
hour A good time was reported bythe tower. He stepped on a piece ot
Another nerve wracking thing we
all.
ice and hurt his back.
• • • »
have to put up with ls to sit here and
Neil Corbett has joined the Grange.
Portland Head
look down upon a number ot black
Florence Corbett who is a student
ducks swimming all around us. and
F. W. Wellington of Waterville was
at Machias High School spent the
cannot shoot them.
guest of F O. Hilt Monday.
At present there really does not weekend with her parents.
Mr. Sterling. Mr Morong and Mr.
There arc quite a few cases of flu
seem to be any news, so will sign off,
Hathorn were in Portland on business
in
town.
with best regards to all.
Owing to the uncertain weather the last Saturday
• • • •
Vacation days and schools around
fishermen have not been able to set
Narraguagus
their trawls often enough to make here are closed.
Keeper Charles Tracy was called any profit.
Mrs. F O Hilt and Miss Elizabctn
to Jonesport the first of the month
We have a combination of a new Sterling attended Keith's Theatre
because of illness in his family there milch cow and kicking machine.
last Saturday.
We are glad to hear that they are
Mr and Mrs. Willie Corbett and son
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow entertained I
< all doing well now.
Myron were calling on friends in at dinner Monday evening. R. T.
Lewis Smith ot Bangor substituted Cutler last Sunday.
Sterling and family.
at this station during the keeper's ab
Linwood Peabody of Jonesport and
R. T. Sterling and party motored
sence.
Athiecn Porter of Cutler were united
At last we have some winter in marriage Feb. 18 at the M. E par to St. George Thursday of last week
and were guests of Earl Kinney and
weather. During the past week there sonage by Rev. T S. Ross. The bride is
family.
have been numerous storms and the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs
While on a hike a crowd of boys
plenty of wind.
George Porter of Cutler. The groom and girls called here Wednesday.
U the son of Capt. and Mrs. A-m They were carrying cameras and
Doubting Point Range
Peabody of Jonesport.
lunch boxes It's mild weather when
• w * «
Halloo, lighthouse and coast guard
they can picnic on the rocks
brothers. The writer looks forward
Pemaquid Point
R. T. Sterling and family with a
to getting The Courier-Gazette ana
Last week brought us the heaviest party of friends were Sunday guests ’
reading the Guardians of Our Coast snowfall for the winter. It was the
of Mr. and Mrs. 8. G. Robinson at
column, but it surely is hard to find first trip the snowplow has had to
Redstone. N. H. While there Robert
anything of interest to write about make on the Point road.
Sterling Jr. climbed to the top of one
from here. At any rate will do the
It looks as though the ice would be of the mountains.
best I can.
a failure this year. At the last re
Quite a number came to visit the
Keeper and Mrs. Nye were given a port it was only six inches thick. As
station Feb. 22. We regret having
little surprise party one evening re there is no electricity at the Point,
to deprive them of the privilege of
cently. The game of "63" was played, it will be bad for the summer hotels
seeing the tower and signal house
icc cream and cake served and a good and cottages.
on the holiday.
time in general enjoyed by all the
The Hilts gave a party Wednes
Freeman Oeyer is out again after
party. They left for home about
a short illness. With Mrs. Oeyer he day. Their guests were Mr. and Mrs
1 a. m.
spent Thursday afternoon and eve W C Dow. sons Byron and Richard
School here in Arrowsic closed Feb. ning at the Light.
of Portland. Mrs. L. O Goff and son
16. Mrs Nye and Mrs Allen ol
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Burnside are at Richard of Westbrook. F W Morong.
Doubling Point Light attended the
their home, the Sunset House, after and Mr and Mrs. Thayer Sterling
entertainment given by the school on
being away since November.
and 5011 Robert.
that date.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tarr motored j
....
The U. S. Coast Guard steamer
to Boston last week to attend the
'
Hendricks Head
Kickapoo passed in by station at 4
Sportsman s Show.
The cr0W(j that assembled at the
p. m. Feb. 16 with crew and supplies
Leland Poland motored to Freeport local church social held at town hall
for the new lighthouse tender Hick
Friday for his niece Elva Chamber, on the evening of the 17th is said
ory recently launched at the Bath
lain who will spend a short vacation to havc been the largest in thc history
Iron Works and passed out agam with her parents.
of thc hall. At times it was believed
6.45 a. m. thc next morning.
The report is that Lloyd Hanna of not more than half of those who
Oil tanker Georgene passed out by
New Harbor will be the new mail cared to dance could get onto tne
at 3 p. m. on the 19th after discharg
driver beginning July 1st. Wc surely floor. The admission all winter has
ing cargo of oil in Bath.
shall miss Jimmie.
been but ten cents, with an extra
U. S. Lighthouse Tender Hickory
Mrs. Clara Poland who has been 11! charge for icc cream. On this occa
passed out and in by station the 20th
is better. She is very busy when able, sion, after all expenses were paid.
on trial trip. It was a fine day to
doing patchwork and braiding rugs
$25.50 was cleared
test out her good qualities with plenty
• • • •
The keeper's daughter. Alma, who
of wind and rain and I should
Tenant's Harbor
has been with the Reynolds family in
imagine, sea to accompany same
Mr and Mrs. Everett Watts and son Wcnhatn, Mass, along with Miss
The (Norwegian s-teamer Dalgalia
arc visiting Keeper and Mrs Dudley Alice Woodman of North Haven, rebound to this port from Antwerp with
at the light, arriving here Feb. 14 ! turned home for a week's visit Mon
cargo consigned to the Sagadahoc
Keeper Dudley and Everett Watts day morning This little visit Willi
Fertilizer Co. at Bowdoinham, passed
attended thc boxing match held at 1 seem all too brief to us. Rosa, who
in by station 10.30 a. m. Feb. 21, 25
the Hai bor last week.
I had been visiting relatives in Port
days out from the Belgian port.
Spring must be somewhere handy land for the past two weeks, returned
as the daffodils and columbine ar? with her. Alma having stopped there
St. Croix River
up about two inches in Mrs. Dudley s for a brief call on her grandparents
Wc were sorry for thc keepers and garden. Mrs. Dudley also is proud of
and an aunt Miss Woodman, en
families on the light stations dam her cactus in the house It measures
route to North Haven, was with them
aged by the gale of Jan. 27-28. With three feet across from side to siti
on tlie train as far as Wiscasse’.
thc exception of feeling the house and ia five feet four inches Irom the
shake from the heavy squalls of wind bottom of tlie tub up to Uie top cf
wc did not realize the storm.
thc plant
Wc hope that thc breakwater at the
Keeper Dudley is helping Everett
Cuckolds is completed before another Watts build a punt in spare time.
• • • •
storm. That station is near Seguin
Baker Island
w-here Keeper Small was stationed J
before transferring here, so we had
Feb. 19 Milford Peabody and Ver
MUML FLORIDA
many pleasant visits front and with nard Alley of Beals were dinner
The most interesting spot In
the
Eastern
Hemisphere dur
Keeper Elliot
guests of Keeper and Mrs. Faulking
ing the winter months.
AU the sick ones arc recovering ham. A nice meal was served, also
from colds and the men are taking many questions were exchanged.
In the heart of all activities.
Keeper and Mrs. Faulkingham send
advantage of thc recent snow to haul
Beautiful rooms and high
class service.
best wishes for a happy birthday to
out their wood.
A Modern Fireproof Struc
ture.
Every room steam heated
Thc first ice in the river formed their son John R. Faulkingham, who
Rates: (European Plan)
Single
rooms $2.50 per day
was
20
years
old
Feb.
19.
last week tout very little is on the
upwards
Little Lucille would like very much
shores now.
It would seem like
Double rooms $5.00 per day
upwards
to hear from little June of Two Buell
spring except for the snow.
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe In the /,/J
Building
//a
Mrs. Mabel Scovill returned to Light Station.
I Ownership-Management j
All on Baker Island arc thankful
Lubec Fob 13 to visit her daughter
WILLIAM M. LRMEY , '
(hat so far all have been well.
Mrs. Clarence Banisdell.
A real spring day, calm, sun shin
A large collier was due to go by the
light about Feb. 20. the largest to be ing. also litUe birds singing up in the
Kill

CHAIN STORE TAX

state, within a few days, in most exist bul thc independents, facing
WHAT ARE SUN DOGS’
cases within 24 hours.
such unfair competition of private
Parhelia, commonly known as sui»
"There are approximately 700 chain brands, adulterated commodities,
stores in Maine. I do not know the smaller packages of nationally adver dogs are caused by the refraction of
exact number, but I feel sure 700 is tised goods, must be assisted and thc light by ice crystals in the upper at
a conservative estimate. They are way to do this is to tax the chains mosphere. The light is really re
fracted in two or more great circles,
in competition with 4,805 independent to do business in Maine.
retailers.
“If we don't a vast number of our known as the parhelic circle, which
“Opponents of this bill will point population will eventually be at thc passes through the sun and ls par
cut they buy hundreds of thousands mercy of the chains and chains show allel to the horizon, and halos which
circle the sun. The sun dogs are the
of dollars worth of Maine products. little mercy."—adv.
brighter spots where the lines of the
They do. So do the 4,805 independent
retailers. The latter surely don't buy
cnDHPF fllM
icircles of Ujht cross- the clrcles U£U"
□rKUCt UUM
[ ally bejng so faint that they are not
their potatoes in Alaska or their eggs
££ —r«'» •» *>■»"»>
in China.
: there is moisture in the upper at“It is not my idea to destroy chains. at 150 Cents Per Ounce.
C. II. MOOR A CO., Druggists
j mosphere, but this when considered
They represent mass distribution.:
Rockland
aior.e, is not a reliable sign for fore
necessary in mass production. They 322 Main Street,
10T&S15
casting the weather.
can exist and the independent can ,

BOUGHT
are BORN!

How Cheap Goods are

And Cheap Prices
I’VE GOT TO BEAT

SKINNER’S PRICE.

I CAN MAKE ANYTHING
AT ANY PRICEWHAT CAN YOU PAY?

JOHN RUSKIN said, “There is hardly anything in the world that some man cannot
make a little worse and sell it a little cheaper
and the people who consider price alone are
his lawful prey.”
I

“Cheap,” it’s been the “buy word” for nearly
three years, but its day of reckoning has come.
Cheap goods are short-lived because they
breed only dissatisfaction, regret, expense and
false economy.
The patron of cheap goods is beginning to say: “Oh
where, oh where, has my economy gone?” And the
dealer in cheap goods is saying: “Oh where, oh where,
are my customers gone?” Lincoln had the answer when
he said: “You can’t fool all the people all the time.”

Only quality can survive, and only buyers of quality
goods will thrive in their efforts to effect economy.
Buying goods by price alone is never economy. Price is
only what you give for it Value is what it gives you.

HOTEL URMEY

The small difference in price today between
cheap goods and Quality goods doesn’t war
rant anyone trifling with too low a price.

